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Agriculture 
A FOREWORD, BY HON. CLARENCE OUSLEY 
Assistant Secretary, U. S .  
War experiences have reminded u s  d ele- 
mental things ,which many of t h e  elders 
had forgotten and many of t h e  middle-aged 
and the young never knew. Among them 
was the fact tha t  wealth a s  represented in 
the commodities of industry and money a s  
the measure of wages and income, derive 
their primary value t o  human kind from 
what they will purchase in food and raiment. 
The  r i c h e ~ t  man i n  the warring nations 
discovered that  his wealth was  of no avail 
to purchase more than the  limited ration 
which his government allowed i n  the  equi- 
table apportionment of a limited ,supply, 
for in  times of food crisis Dives and Lazarus 
a r e  ,of equal rank i n  the bread line. Such 
expmiences threw agriculture into perspec- 
tive of a newLor rather an old but  forgot- 
ten-relation of vast signiflcance. 'Not  once 
but several times during the last  four fate- 
ful years the cause of civilization and hu- 
man freedom a s  i t  is conceived by denlo- 
cratic peoples trembled and staggered in 
t he  faintness of near famine. But t h e  food 
crisis should not be reckoned only a s  a 
peril of war. I t  has been approaching for 
years before t he  war because the world in 
general and the United States in particular 
had begun t o  worship idols of wealth in t he  
fashion of speculative commerce, industrial 
exploitation and easy living. Except for the 
efforts of a few scientists and economists 
who were almost as  a voice crying i n  t he  
wilderness, every enlightened nation except 
Germany had 'been guilty of more or less 
neglect of agriculture, and Germany had 
developed i t  as  the instrumenet of a malign 
purpose of world war. It i s  to t he  ever- 
lasting credit of the United States  tha t  
through the wisdom of a few statesmen 
who, i n  1862 in a similar crisis, provided for 
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the establishment of the U. 8. Department  
of Agriculture and the land-grant agricul- 
tural colleges, that we had an organization 
sufTicient for ,the emergency, that the  Amer-  
ican farmers, in  spite of reduced man-power 
and increasing difficulties, re~ponded to that 
leadership with harder work and t ha t  t h e  
American people responded cheerfully to 
the appeds and the regulations of t h e  Food 
Administration, and so on the whole con- 
trived to save the world from unsspeakable 
disaster. But our duty is not done, ou r  task 
is ncrt flnished now that the war has  been  
,brought to a successful end. My concern  
for agri~ul~ture is deeper than a solicitude 
for the outcome of the crisis fromm which  
we a re  now emerging. I believe wi th  my 
whole mind and heart thah a prosperous, 
cultured and contented husbandry is t h e  
only aound basis of a wholesome a n d  en- 
during society. Where cities prosper  a n d  
rural places stagnate there is a n  industrial,  
political and social ill health, and sooner  
or  later there will be deterioration a n d  
collapse in the body-politio and tlhe body- 
social. The challenge 40 agriculture of these  
wonderful times in which we a r e  living d e  
mands the beet effort of the *best intelligence 
in our country and above all a willingness 
to co-operate on every side with exist ing 
agencies for the advancement of human wel- 
fare and happiness. You limbrarians w h o  a r e  
helping to bring to the  scientists engaged in 
the solution of agricultural problems the  
lmowledge of past and present experiments. 
and to 'bring to the  farmer no t  only t h e  
learning of the scientists but also , t he  cul- 
ture and pleasure which comes f rom t h e  
reading of good boolrs, are  doing a nolble 
service, which is not merely one  of c lass  
benefit but also one of general and  far- 
reaching value to the whole of society. 
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The Librarian as an Aid to Agricultural Research 
BY DR. E. W. ALLEN 
Chief ,  Office of  Exper iment  S ta t ions ,  States Relat ions Service, 
U. S ,  Depar tment  of Agricul ture 
Research in science ' is  the  process by 
which new facts, theories, and principles 
are added to the fund of human Imowledge. 
All exact knowledge grows by accretions. 
I t  is  developed by building upon or strength- 
ening what is already known. For the 
mos t  part it advances by slow steps rather 
t h a n  by leaps and bounds, because restrict- 
ed ,by the limitations of man to see fa r  into 
t h e  unknown. 
Be.canse research is construct~ve in char- 
ac te r  and rests upon the work of others, 
thorough acquaintance with what has been 
done  is highly essential and furnishes the 
r ea l  starting point for investigamtion. This 
involves a search of the literature t o  deter- 
mine  the real status of the subject, a weigll- 
i n g  of the evidence and the soundness of 
d e w s ,  and the development of new facts, 
concepts, or theories as  a basis for further 
advances. 
Research in agriculmture deals with the  
various sciences in their application t o  ami-  
cultural problems. These problems a re  
complex, often involving more than a single 
science. And in addition to centering what 
is known to sdence on these problems, their 
solu.tion frequently requires investigation in 
the basic sciences themselves, so that  the 
r ange  lnvolved in agricultural research is  a 
qui te  broad one. 
The  fact that agricultural investigation 
has been largely a produot of individual 
r a t he r  than co-ordmated or group effort, and 
has been conducted by a large number of 
workers each contributing his part, has 
m a d e  the literature bearing on i t  voluminous 
a n d  scattered through a great variety of 
publications. . The difficulty of tracing this 
i s  increased by the fact that in  agricultural 
inquiry there has been relatively little mono- 
graphing. Bibliographies of agricultural 
subjects are not numerous and a r e  rarely 
sufficiently extensive or complete to  meet 
t h e  need. Hence extensive and widespread 
search is necessary ,to determine the  status 
of knowledge on a particular subject and 
t h e  steps by which it has nrogressed from 
s tage  to stage The making of such a 
search naturally involves much time and 
patience, and if left to -the investigator him- 
self it detracts materially from (he time he 
m a y  give to  his researches. 
This emphasizes t he  importance of facili- 
ties and bibliographic aids t o  the  busy work- 
er, and makes clear athe, advantage to him 
of emcient assietance in bringing together 
all that  is  known. I t  opens up the oppor- 
tunity for important service for  the librarian 
who 'has general fitness for such a type of 
work, and points to the possibility of profit- 
able development along tha t  line. Such 
service may contribute 40 the direct s u e  
cess of research in (two ways, namely, by 
making the investigator more effective be- 
cause hetter prepared, and by conserving his 
time and enabling him to concentrate upon 
his problems. 
The advantage of the librarian in such a 
line of activi,ty lies in a training whiph has 
taught skill and patience in conducting such 
searches in a thorough and systematic mm- 
ner, a knowledge of sources of material and 
of blbliogruphic helps, and a special faculty 
which experience develops in tracing infor- 
mation to its source. This type of assistance 
has not been a s  largemly utilized i n  agricul- 
tural research as  i t  might be, partly perhaps 
because t h e  ,subjects a r e  technical and often 
quite specialized, and ,the investigator is 
accustomed t o  employ only trained assist- 
ants  in conducting the technical features of 
inquiry. On the other hand, the fleld has 
not been entered by librarians except in a 
limited extent, probably because of t he  rea- 
sons cited and because of the  pressure of 
other library duties. While a knowledge 
of general science is  uriquestionably a great 
help, the librarian is  in the habit of dealing 
with a wide range of subjects without spe- 
cial knowledge,, and this has inculcated a 
quick perception, a readiness in determin- 
ing what migh,t be  of value, and unusual 
breadth of adaptability. These things con- 
tribute t o  give a degree of intelligence in 
such work beyond what might a t  flrst be 
expected. With guidance on the  part of the 
investigator and some attention to instruct- 
ing t h e  librarian in the elements which go 
to make up the  subject under investigation, 
skill may be developed which should prove 
highly helpful. 
From the  standpoint Of the librarian there 
would seem to  b e  a special fleld worth cul- 
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tivating, and of considerable interest.  Hun- 
dreds of men and women in ,this c o , u t r y  a r e  
now engaged in research in agriculture. In  
addition t o  t he  large force of investigators 
i n  the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
every State has an  agricultural experiment 
station which is the research ,department of 
t he  agricultural college, and several State 
departments of agriculture and  an  increas- 
i ng  number of industrial concerns a r e  en- 
gaged 111 investigation which deals with 
agricultural questions. For the  librarian 
who has this fleld in view the gene,ral sci- 
ence courses of college afford good.founda- 
tion and enable facility in special tephnical 
lines to  be more readily acquired. Surely 
men engaged in research would be  quick to  
recognize ability in such a field and would 
welcome assistance. The present scope of 
the fleld, which is steadily broadening, 
would seem to offer encouragement to make  
some special preparation for it. 
The Human Interest in Old Agricultural Books 
BY PROF. L. H. BAILEY 
Boolrs a r e  records of human achievement. 
Whether in ar t ,  or history or, astronomy, 
they express the  state of knowledge at any 
epoch and when collected through t h e  cen- 
twies  they mark  the way of progrese. So 
tree i s  i t  that  books a r e  records of their 
periods tha t  whenever a book appears tha t  
seems to be quite independent of its epoch 
we fail to  understand it or else we  hail it 
afi an  exception and, the work of genius. 
These facts being beyond dispute, then it 
follows that  no  fleld of human interest can 
be  understood without i ts  literature. 
Even in the manual arts and t he  indus- 
tries, i n  which the work of t h e  hand holds 
the  attention, the literature is stlll  indis- 
pensable: the  literature records the reaction 
af the mind to the subjects. The thinking 
always precedes the doing. So i t  transpires 
tha t  special and technical libraries a r e  
growing apace. They are measures of the 
skill and accomplishment of mankind. 
We need no defense of the libraries tha t  
cover the literary, artistic and  racial inter- 
ests. Yet these interests are no t  to  be under- 
stood independently of the affairs and  labors 
of men. The great literature of the  Hebrew 
Scriptures is founded on the day's work of 
the  actors, and these actors are mostly farm- 
ers and  herders and naturists. The  great 
fundamental interests have made t he  race. 
The bottom interest is the care and  tillage 
of the  earth. 
I t  is  interesting to note the gradual widen- 
ing of t he  search for books. The  "Ameri- 
cana" f l ~ s t  included history and  politics and  
biography; then i t  gathered the  writing of 
science, the professions, and industry. Now 
it begins to  gather the literature of agricul- 
ture. 
It i s  a full third of a century since I be- 
gan t o  search the antiquaries for books on 
certain. farming subjects. 1 found the old 
cellars and under-thestairs heavy wi th  these 
books, cobwebby, unknown, secure i n  their 
dust. I purchased them for ten cents, 
twenty-flve cents, flfty cents, Now I visi t  
the antiquaries to And none of these treas- 
ures; or if I flnd them, they are on ac tua l  
shelves and dignified by the price-mark. 
And this is a s  i t  should be. 
T~lroulgh these old boolis, of homely t i t les  
and plain discussion, I run with the s a m e  
interest in men and situations that m y  
neighbor gathers from his witchcrafts o r  
his theologies or his goetries. They a r e  a l l  
written by men or women, mostly by folke. 
They a re  honest books, because unanlbitious. 
They express the  time-of-day of the  epoch. I 
think I cannot understand history unless 'I 
see the agriculture of the period. 
There a re  remarkable books in this g r ea t  
fundamental range, which we appreciate 
when me come to understand them.. There  
are elevations in them as in other literature. 
There is  also the technical librarian interest  
in them, of editions, successions, nuthor- 
ships, relationships to other books; t he r e  is 
the antiquarian interest in  them, and  the 
collector's interest; and there is  t he  s tu-  
dent's interest, the effort to determine what 
these books mean i n  the great d rama of 
human life. My own interest in  them is 
intensified by the fact that they have been 
relatively overloolied, as I am interested i n  
a country tha t  has not been explored. It 
has been a passion of my life that I might  
really study them and appraise the accom- 
plishments; this  may not be, but I k n m  
that those now young will linger long i n  
these forgotten treasuries. The librarians 
must make ready. These are the books of 
the vast commoners. 
There are personalities in these old books 
as real to me as those of my schoal histo- 
ries. I visit with them in my quiet hours. 
Great souls a r e  there, looking out from t h e  
past, lovers of their fellow men, benefactors 
every one. The  past is not dead and t h e  
future is not hopeless when we treaeure all 
the books tha t  men have written. 
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Two Important Agricultural Review Journals 
BY E .  LUCY OGDEN 
Librarian, States Relations Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture 
While many periodicals published in the 
interest of agriculture or of its contributory 
sciences review more or less restricted as- 
pects of its literature, there are two journals 
t h a t  cover the whole range of t h i s  literatuve 
i n  a comprehensive way and with whose use 
every agricultural librarian must be famil. 
iar. These a re  the Experiment Station 
Record published by the States Relations 
Service (formerly the Office of Experiment 
Stations) of the U. S. Department of Agri- 
cultulre and  the International Review of the 
- - . - - . - 
Science and Practice of Agriculture p u b  
lfshed by t he  International Institute of Agri- 
cul ture -at Rome. So important are these 
journals t ha t  even to those who are  accus- 
tomed t o  their u~se a comparison of their 
respective flelds and a description of their 
distinguishing characteristics may be of in- 
terest.  
By  both of these journals the term agri- 
cul ture is interpreted broadly to  include its 
scientiflc, technical, commercial and socio- 
logical phases, h t h  aim a t  a world-wide fleld 
without restriction as to country or lan. 
guage, and  t o  both prompt publication i s  an 
objective. Their differences lie not so much 
i n  range  of literature abstracted as  in point 
of view and arise chiefly from the  character 
a n d  functions of their publishing institu- 
tions. 
As a consequence of the passage of the 
Hatch  Act of 1887 under which the present 
system of state agricultural experiment st& 
t ions was established, there was created in 
t h e  U. S. Department of Agriculture in 
October, 1888, an Omce of EXperiment Sta. 
tions to ac t  a s  a central agency in charge 
of the  special interests of these institutions. 
Even  before this office was established agri, 
cultural workers had felt the need of an 
abstract ,  Journal that would make availabla 
to  them i n  convenient form the results o b  
tained by other investigators. The pu~blica- 
tion of digests or reviews of the work of the 
stations was  soon agreed upon as one of the 
most useful undertakings in which the office 
could engage and in September, 1889, the 
flrst number of the Experiment Station 
Record appeared. I ts  outloolc, which has 
enlarged since that time but has not mater- 
ia l ly changed, is that  of investigation and 
research. 
- 
1 Seurces : Expenment Stntlon Record (wpecl- 
ally the -1ntro~luctIon to General IuAex 'to Vol- 
u m e  1-12 and v a ~ l o o s  cditor~nls . ) '  L'oeuvre de 
1'Institnt -. International d'~gricu1tdre les prob- 
lemes agrlcolea et leur solution, fpnr] Louis 
Dop. 128 p. Rome, 1318. 
The International Institute of Agriculture 
was established i n  accordance with plans 
elaborated at a conference held i n  Rome in 
May, 1905, i n  which representatives of forty 
countries participated. In  1918 its member- 
ship included flfty-six nations representing 
practically all  of the countries of the  world 
having considerable agricultural interate .  
I t  is  designed to serve as a great intelligence 
bureau of t he  countries interested for the 
dissemination of information, statistical, 
economic and  technical, relating to  agricul- 
tural production throughout the world. I t  
serves also a s  a means of suggesting and 
bringing about concerted action on the part 
of t he  various governments for the  protes  
tion of the common interests of farmers and 
for t h e  improvement of agriculture. Its 
functions are economic and sociological. The 
organization of the International Institute 
comprises four bureaus. Two of these, the 
Bureau of Social and Economic Intelligence 
and the  Bureau of Agricultural Intelligence 
and Plant  Diseases, issue monthly publica. 
tions tha t  review the literature of ag-ricul- 
ture. The  flrst of these specializes in the fleld 
of co-operation, credit, and insurance. The 
annou~ncod purpose of the second i s  to re- 
view without delay the scientiflc and techni- 
cal, and  in part  the  legislative, literature 
of agriculture and the allied indu~stries and 
to  furnish a periodical summary of the agri- 
cultural literature of the world. The flrst 
number was issued in November, 1910. 
While this review has not disregarded the 
more scientiflc phases, in  the selection of 
material for review preference is given to 
articles of a popular nature and of immed- 
iate practical interest and there is  a tend- 
ency to  give considerable space to the  econo- 
mic signiflcance of the data presented, while 
the Experiment Station Record aims rather 
t o  present the new scientiflc t ruths which 
have been discovered with reference to their 
bearing upon fundamental principles oP the 
agricultural industry. Whereas the  Record 
is designed for use by the agricultural in- 
vestigator and teacher rather than directly 
by the  farmer, the treatment in the Inter- 
national Review is such as to afford assist- 
ance t o  both classes of readers. The  ab- 
stracts i n  t he  International Review are  less 
condensed but are fewer in number. 
The Experiment Station was issued at  
first i n  bi-monthly, then i n  monthly numbers 
forming one volume a year but was subse- 
qpently enlarged t o  two volumes a year each 
consisting of nine nnmbers of one hundred 
pages each and an index. At the beginning 
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of 1919 it enters upon i t s  fortieth volume. 
Two collective subject indexes have been 
published, the flrst covering t h e  period up to 
September, 1901, and including volumes 1-12 
of t he  Experiment Station Record and 
Experiment Station Bulletin 2 of the 
OfRce of Experiment Stations, t h e  second 
covering volumes 13-25 of the  Record from 
September, 1901, to December, 1911. These 
volumes can be purchased of the U. S. 
Superintendmt of Documents who receives 
also subscriptions to  the current volumes at  
the  rate  of $1.00 a volume. 
The first volume was  conflned t o  abstracts 
of publications of the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture and bulleths of the 
state agricultural experiment stations. A 
digest of reports of the last named institu- 
tions for 1888 was separately published by 
the Office of Experiment Stations a s  Experi- 
ment Station Bulletin 2. The  second volume 
of the Record includes abstracts of the re  
ports a s  well a s  the bulletins of t h e  state ex- 
periment stations and  a beginning was made 
with abstracts of foreign literature. While 
the number and variety of t he  sources from 
which literature for abstracting has been se- 
lected have steadily increased the Experi- 
ment Station Record ha8 never lost sight of 
i t s  original purpose of presenting a current 
record in brief outline of the results of ex- 
periment station and kindred work i n  the 
United States. I t  contains abstracts of all 
publications of the U. S. Department of Agri- 
cultulre and of the s tate  agricultural experi- 
ment stations with few and insigniflcant ex- 
ceptions? from 1899 to the present time and 
as few of the stations had issued publica- 
tions before that  date, i t  constitutes a nearly 
complete recurd of their published work. 
Not only a re  these publications abstracted 
more fully than  other literature but i n  order 
to  facilitate reference to them a, list of those 
abstracted 13 appended to t he  table of con- 
t e n t ~  of each number and of each volume 
while entries in the subject index referring 
t o  abstracte of these publications a re  indi- 
cated by the name of the state o r  t h e  letters 
U. S. D. A. In the general index t o  volumes 
1-12 a combined list of these appears in the 
table of contents but no distinguishing mark 
characterizes their subject entries. In  the 
index for volumes 13  to 25 the reverse is 
the  case. 
Though t he  above named publications are 
Invariably abstracted, in t h e  case of litera- 
ture from other sources only such material 
is selected a s  is judged t o  be of value to  
the  investigator or teacher. Books of a 
popular ( that  is, not scientific nor technical) 
character a re  frequently included 'but as  a 
2 0 n l y  the press bulletins of the stntions nnd 
the News Letter of the Depnrtment of Agricul- 
ture nnd other mnteri~l  lntended for tho use of 
the press ndministrntive nnnouncements, orders, 
etc., have' not beeu nbstrncted. 
rule bulletins and periodical literature of 
this nature are disregarded. 
In the first three volumes of the ~ e c o r d  
and i n  the Digest the abstracts a re  grouped 
by stations and countries without regard  to 
topic, in the fourth and fifth volumes t h e  
station publications a re  arranged topically, 
reviews Of the Depaltment and foreign pub- 
lications being grouped by themselves; be- 
ginning with the sixth volume all of t h e  
abstracts a r e  brought together without re-  
gard to  source and are grouped by subjects .  
The groups represented at  present a r e  agrE- 
cultural chemistry and agrotechny, meteorol- 
ogy, soils and fertilizers, agricultural botany,  
fleld crops, horticulture, forestry, d i seases  
of plants, economic zoology and entomolagy, 
foods and human nutrition, animal produo- 
tion, dairy farming and dairying, veter inary 
medicine, rural engineering, rural ec0nornic5~ 
agricultural education and miscellaneous. 
The last named section is confined practi- 
cally to noting the  administrative port ion 
of annual reports of .the stations and simi- 
lar  material. In the earlier volumes original  
articles were published from time t o  t ime.  
Editorials still continue to appear month ly  
and contain much valuable material, while 
monthly notes give information concerning 
the actiltities of the stations and of the U. 9. 
Department of AgricuMure, changes i n  the i r  
staff and items of scientific news of i n t e r e s t  
in their work. 
Fairly com,plete bibliographical d a t a  is 
given with a high degree of accuracy. T h e  
title of ,the abstract represents the exac t  
title of the book or  article if this is in nng -  
lish, a translation of the title i f  this is in a 
foreign language, o r  merely the topic chosen  
for abstracting i f  a selection has been m a d e  
of certain passages in a. publication only a 
part of which is pertinent to the purpose 
of t he  abstractor. In  t h e  latter c a se  t h e  
title is  enclosed in brackets. Titles of for- 
eign publications a re  given in the original  
language only in case of books. For  these  
the original title is placed after t h e  t i t l e  
of t h e  abstract and enclosed in curves. 
Authors' names &re given with initials, and  
date of publication, inclusive pagination and  
number of illustrations ,specified. P lace  of 
publication and publisher's name a r e  a l so  
given for books. 'In references to ser ials ,  
number as well a s  volume is specified and  
the year of publication, though not t h e  day  
or  month is included. A list of abbrevia- 
tions employed in titles of serials re fe r red  
to i n  the Experiment Station Record w a s  
published in 1906 a s  OfR.ce of Experiment 
Stations Circular 62. Copies of thifl are 
not now obtainable but i t  is probably acces- 
~ i b l e  in the libraries of most of the agricul- 
tural colleges and experiment stations. 
The Experiment Station Record is very 
fully indexed. In faot, ,so detailed are i t s  
entries that one unaccustomed to i t s  use 
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may  easily stop his w e s t  too soon and over- 
look important materlal i n  consequence. 
The general method used i n  indexing 
briefly explained in the introduction t o  the 
General Index to  Volumes 1-12, and a little 
study of this statement and of the indexes 
themselves will be found profltable by any 
one  who has frequent occasion to  use them. 
Mention has already been made of the spe- 
cial features that render these  indexes a 
u s d u l  guide t o  the publications of the State 
agricultural experiment stations and of the  
U. S. Depaatment of Agriculture. Librarians 
will find i t  useful to remember also tha t  the 
presence of bibliographies i n  the material 
abstracted is carefully noted and beginning 
with volume 13 these are indexed 110th un- 
d e r  ,the subec t  and under t h e  term "Bibli- 
ography on," etc., whore al l  such material 
is brought tobether. Beginning with volume 
1 7  books a re  similarly treated under the 
term "Book on." 
Thus,  where reference resources are lim- 
ited, t h e  mperiment  Station Record can 
be made to  serve the librarian not only as 
a guide t o  the literature of progress in agri- 
cultural science which is i t s  primary pur- 
pose, but also as  a check l i s t  of the publica- 
tions of the  U. S. Department of Agriculture 
and  of the State agricultural experiment 
s tat ions since 1889 and in some measure as  
a n  index t o  their contents and  a means of 
identifying their titles and dates  of publica- 
tion. I t  can also be used as  a guide to 
bibliographies and ,books on agricultuml 
subjects published within a deflnite period. 
Wi th  t he  close of 1918 t he  International 
Review of the  Science and Practice of Agri- 
cul ture completed its ninth volume. The 
first volume consisted of only two numbers, 
November and December, 1910. At flrst 
this review appeared only in French and 
English editions, but an Italian edition was 
added i n  1912 and German and Spanish edi- 
tions in 1913. The titles of these various 
editions in different languages a r e  s o  ob- 
vious a s  t o  need no special identification, 
although for  some reason t he  "Internation- 
a le  Agrartechnische Rundschau" ha s  been 
known t o  escape recognition as  the German 
t i t le  of this  familiar frieqd. The  expense of 
these editions other than t h e  French is 
borne b y  special contributions from the 
countries interested or by subscriptions 
which a r e  received by the International In- 
s t i tute  of Agriculture a t  Rome a t  the rate  
of 18 f rancs  a volume. By virtue of contri- 
butions made to the su~pport of the  Institute 
by t h e  United States government a limited 
number of its publications is  sent  t o  this 
country to  be distributed to institutions 
officially entitled to receive them. These 
copies a r e  delivered to t h e  'U. IS. Superin- 
tendent  of Documents ancl a r e  distributed 
by him under the direction of Dr.-A. C. True 
of t he  U. S. Department of Agriculture, who 
is  chairman of the committee representing 
the United States. No agency in this Coun- 
try is  omcially designated to receive sub- 
ecriptions. 
Beginning with November, 1912, most of 
the numbers of this review have contained 
one or  more original articles. These are 
written by specialists a t  the request of the 
Institute and usually take the form of a re- 
view of ,the present ,state of some agricul- 
tural practice or industry In a given region, 
a survey of the agricultural resources of 
some particular country or an examination 
into the  s ta te  of knowledge on some agri- 
cultural subject. The range of subjects in 
material selected for review has already 
been mentioned. Periodicals, ofIlcial reports, 
bulletins and other serial literature repre- 
sent the  aources of this material. Books 
are not included but abstracts of  pamphlet^ 
a r e  occasionally found. A list of the perl- 
odicals regularly received by the Institute 
which was published in 1913 as  a pamphlet 
of 86 pages gives an approximate idea of 
the literature available for review both as 
regards geographic source and range of flub- 
jects. For  the  period of the war the Inter- 
national Institute has had exceptional facili- 
ties for obtaining literature from all Euro- 
pean countries, and has been able to furnish 
in its abstracts information not available to 
most of its rea'ders in any other form Its 
abstracts a re  in general quite full and illus- 
trations a r e  occasionally reproduced. 
The portion of the Review devoted to ab. 
stracts is divided into two main sections, 
agricultural intelligence and plant diseases. 
Each of these is divided into six groups 
which a re  further subdivided. The classi- 
flcation can be readily followed in the text 
by means of marginal headings and in the 
table of contents is clearly shown by typo- 
graphical arrangement. The  main divisions 
of the flrst sections are general information 
(including development of agriculture in 
different countries, rural hygiene, etc.), 
crops a.nd cnltivation (including meteorol- 
ogy, soils, fertilizers, agricultural botany 
and special crops), livestock and breeding, 
farm engineering, rural economics and agri- 
cultural industries. Groups of the second 
section include general information, plant 
diseases of non-parasitic o r  of unknown orl- 
gin, diseases due to fungi, bacteria, etc., 
weeds and parasitic plants, injurious insects 
and lower animals. Beginning with volume 
2 the abstracts in each volume are  serfally 
numbered and these' numbers are used for 
reference both in the  annual index and in 
the table of coaterl+s of earh number. Ab- 
stracts v ~ r t i n m t  to move than one prodp 
are printed a t  lrnglh only once but their 
titles a re  rppeated under related groups and 
reference is made in 'ach case to the seriaI 
number under which the full abstract ap- 
pears. This feature together with the clear 
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typograghical arrangement of the  table of 
contents render its use both rapid and effec- 
tive. 
Bibliographical data  is similar to that 
given in the Experiment Station Record 
but is  somewhat fuller in that titles of se- 
rials a re  given without abbreviation and the 
place, day and month of publication are spec- 
ified. Titles of Russian serials a r e  given in 
Russian type accompanied by a translation. 
Titles of articles i n  other languages than 
English a r e  given in translation only. De- 
signation of his official position o r  of the in- 
situation with which he is connected fre- 
quently accompanies the author's name. 
Each annual index 3 is divided into three 
3 6  comblncd index wnu Issued for volumes ouc 
and two. since theu iudexea hrlve heen nnnunl 
through i 9 l ~  which 18 the lnst published. 
parts, original articles, agricultural intelli- 
gence and plant diseases. The first of t he se  
is  a n  alphabetical author and title l i s t  but 
each of the other &rts is divided into sepa- 
rate  author and subject lists. In  the  la t te r  
entries are made for  titles or for abstracts  
as  a whole rather than for individual i t ems  
in the  body of the abstract. Where more  
than one reference occurs under the s a m e  
entry Word those are arranged in order  Of 
the serial numbers of the abstracts re- 
ferred to. This practice may Be contrasted 
with that of the Experiment Station Record 
in which every item mentioned in the  ab- 
stract is given a separate subject entry. B Y  
the former method, the location of t he  ab- 
stract  Of a given publication is much simpler  
but by the latter a more complete guide is 
given to t h e  detailed subjects of which t h e  
abstract treats. 
The Agricultural Index 
BY MRS. NELTJE T. SHIMER 
Editor, Agricultural Index, H .  W .  Wilson Co. 
The literature of agriculture is  volumi- 
noua, covering as it does, a wide ileld, the 
ramifications of which extend into almost 
all other flelds of endeavor Agricultural 
colleges include in their curriculum the sub- 
jects of forestry, home economics, dairying, 
farm engineering, etc. Agricultural train. 
ing requiries a working knowledge of the 
sciences-botany, entomology, genetics, bac- 
teriology, chemistry. 
Scientists a r e  engaging in agricultural re- 
search, and are publishing the results of 
their experiments and their  co,nclusions in 
many different places, in experiment station 
publications, in pamphlet form, i n  various 
journals, not necessarily agricultural. 
In  taking a r e  of these different classes of 
literature, the agricultural college library 
has been hampered by the lack of an  index 
to  the  periodicals and other material on 
their shelves. The Readers' Guide to Period- 
ical Literature, and the Industrial Arts In- 
dex has each been serving i ts  respective 
field. I t  was an index OIIJ the plan of these 
that was needed for agricultural litemture. 
In 1916, Mr. H. W. Wilson, publisher of 
other bibliograph~es and indexes was per- 
suaded by the Agricultural Libraries Sec- 
tion of the American Library Association to 
s tar t  an  Agricultural Index to supply this 
need. The Index was started In a small way, 
only fifty periodicals and the publications of 
the experiment. stations being indexed in the 
beginning. However, the list of periodicals 
was soon increased. The questionnaire sent 
out i n  1917 resulted in the addition of 
twenty-six magazines. 
In  1918, besides seventy-six of the leading 
farm papers and scientific journals, chosen 
by the co-operators, the index includes rep- 
erences to t he  Experiment Station bulletins, 
tho pamphlets and other literature issued by 
state boards of agriculture, the  publications 
of the  United States Department of Agricul- 
ture of the Canadian Board of Agriculture 
and of other foreign countries, including Aue- 
tralia, Iddia, Ireland, England, etc. T h e  re -  
ports of agricultural and horticultural socie- 
ties, dairy and live stock associations, a n d  
other like organizations a re  also indexed 
regularly. 
A selection of the valuable extension publi- 
cations or the  college extension departments  
is  made, keeping in mind the needs of t h e  
county agent and the practical farmer,  t h e  
rural school and county library. 
It has been found that the Index a s  origi- 
nally planned must broaden i ts  scope to 
serve the needs, not only of t he  agricultural 
college library, but also of many other LU:- 
tivities. Upon entering into a survey of t h e  
subject of agricultural literature i t  is  qu i te  
apparent that  just as the sub~ec t  of agricul- 
ture is so broad as  to lnclude almost every 
other activity In its scope, equally broad wi l l  
be t he  scope of those interested i n  i ts  liter- 
ature. 
The list of co-operators or subscribers to 
the Agricultural Index includes 'agricultural 
schools, banks, business libraries, college 
libraries, county agents, editors, experiment  
stations, government libraries, high schools, 
public, state and technical libraries. T h e  In -  
dex goes to  fourteen foreign countries, i n -  
cluding China and Russia. 
To give some measure of service t o  these  
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varying needs, i t  has been found necessary 
to  depar t  from the plan wed successfully in 
t he  case  of other periodical indexes, and to 
add  a different class of material. 
In  t h e  flrst place, many articles of value 
t o  agriculturists are found i n  general maga- 
zines, sucli a s  those indexed in the Readers' 
Guide a n d  Supplement. For the use of those 
who d o  not  see the other indexes, i t  was d e  
cided t o  check over these publications and 
duplicate references in the Agricultural In- 
dex. This  was also true of the Industrial 
Ar t s  Index. 
The  Public Affairs Information Service 
Bulletin, Library of Congress cards and gen- 
e ra l  bibliographies are all checked over for 
pamphlet  material which will be of use and 
value t o  the agricultural worker. 
T h i s  literature is termed "occasional ma- 
terial" and includes the publications bearing 
on agriculture issued by banks, railroads, 
statistical bureaus, corporations such as the 
fertilizer industries and farm machinery in- 
dustries, colleges, boards of education, fed- 
eral  commissions, and other agencies. 
Conferences and congresses held for  al- 
most a n y  purgose whatever usually have a 
few papers  on agricultural suhbjects. For  
instance, t he  Pan-American Scientific Con- 
gress devoted a whole volume of their pro- 
ceedings to  Conservation of Resources, most 
of which  was of direct interest and much 
value t o  agricultural workers. 
Th i s  "occasional mater~al" is important 
not  on ly  because of the fact tha t  i t  is usually 
valuable and authoritative, but also because 
i t  is  more  or loss elmive, much of i t  being 
indexed in no  other place. Research worlr- 
ere m u s t  have this sort of information on 
which t o  base their conclusions, since much 
of t h e  material consists of facts upon which 
popular periodical articles a r e  based. This 
material  also serves to show the growth of 
interest  in  agriculture, and the growing need 
of research and organization of knowledge. 
A check list of this literature is always 
given i n  the  Index enabling co-operators to 
send f o r  material. Most of these publica- 
.tions a r e  gratis, and a re  welcomed by small- 
e r  l ibrar ies  and others where appropriations 
and  funds  for books and periodicals are 
small. 
Some most interesting, timely and author- 
i ta t ive statistics on the economics of agri- 
cu l ture  t ha t  are of much value to agricul- 
tu r i s t s  a r e  issued by banks and railroads. 
Many of t he  larger banks and railroads 
have agricultural departments with a trained 
agricul tural  scientist in charge. 
The International Institute of Agricul. 
t u r e  h a s  made a splendid record through 
t he  wa r ,  carrying on its work almost unh- 
terruptedly through the four years. And if  
d irect  contact between representatives of 
t he  different countries can be established, i t  
will f u r t he r  the work of the International 
Institute and will be a step toward the in- 
ternationalism to  which the peoples of the 
world a re  looking. At present two of the 
jownals published by the  International In- 
~ t i t u t e  a r e  indexed in the Agricultural Index. 
The Food Administration publications 
were many, and a selection of the best was 
made and the references entered. Much of 
i t ,  of course, was ephemeral, but much also 
was worth keeping. I n  t he  OWcial State- 
ments, statistical da ta  will be found which 
are authoritative and valuable. 
The Monthly Review, published by the U. 
S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, publishes val- 
r~able articles on the food situation and con- 
ditions i n  all countries. Statistics on prices 
of food and cost of living i n  all countries 
mill also be found there. 
The U. S. Commerce Reports contain many 
items of value. The articles a r e  short, but 
necessary to research worker as  flrst hand 
information. 
These are only a few of the many sources 
from which agricultural literature is dra'vn, 
but these instances will serve to show the 
nature of the task with which the Agricul- 
tural Index is concerned, since its aim is  to 
uerve the needs of all of those interested 
in the subject. 
The three-year cumulation (1916-1918) of 
the Index i s  just off the press. The  in 
dexing of t he  magazines has been carried 
back through the three years, and in some 
notable instances i s  carried back to the bc- 
ginning of t he  magazines, a s  in the case of 
the Journal of Agricultural Research and 
the  American Journal of Botany. These jour- 
nals were begun in 1913, and i t  seemed de- 
sirable to  make the index t o  them complete. 
The United States Department of Agricul- 
ture Department Bulletins a re  also indexed 
from. the beginning. Since some of the jour- 
nals were begun after the Index was started, 
these also will be completely indexed. The 
Journal of Dairy Science, Soil Science, the 
Journal of Bacteriology, System on the Farm, 
U. S. Food Surveys, U. S. Seed Reporter, 
have been started during the three-year 
period 
A third questionnaire asking for votes on 
a selected list of additional periodicals will 
be issued early in the year. I t  i s  planned 
to add a t  least twenty-flve magazines to 
those now on the list, making a total of 
over 100 periodicals. Though the  Index has 
been a financial loss to the publishers thus 
far, the support given the undertaking is 
gratifying, and would seem to  indicate that 
t he  Index is  i n  some measure serving the 
need, not only for agricultural college libra- 
ries, for which the Index was primarily in- 
tended, but also for the general library and 
the special library, which are having to meet 
more and more the demand for literature, 
bearing on agriculture in its many aspects 
and phases. 
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Printed Cards for  Agricultural Literature 
BY EMMA B. HAWKS 
Assistant Librarian, U, S.  Department of Agricultute 
Printed cards a r e  a, commonplace now in 
most  libraries, and it is  pro'bably difficult 
f o r  the younger members of the profession 
t o  form an idea of the life of a librariaq 
i n  the tinw when they were merely being 
talked of as  a possibility of the  future. And 
yet t o  some of us, the time when the  Library 
of Congress began i.ts work i n  this direction 
seems vely recent. Of course tha t  was not 
t h e  first undertaking of the  kind. The  W- 
lbrary Bureau and later the publishing sec- 
tion of the A. L. A, had been printing cards 
f o r  new books, the Concilium Bibliographi- 
cum was issuing cards for  zoological publi- 
cations and the Botanical Supply ICom,pany 
for  North American botany, and doubtless 
there wsre other such undertakings. But 
we question whether agriculture was not 
one of the first subjeots to be indexed bly 
printed cards. The Office of JGkperiment 
Stations (now part od the  States Relations 
Service of the  Department of Agriculture), 
began a s  long ago a s  1891 the issuing of 
cards for the publications of the s ta te  agri- 
cultural experiment stations, and the index 
i s  still in progress according to  t h e  original 
plan. The  arrangement is  classed, the 
scheme having been devised especially for 
t h i s  purpose, and the  cards are the  small 
size, 2 x 6 inches. They bear  t h e  classiflca- 
tion number i n  ,the upper right hand corner, 
and  the  title wliich is often inverted to 
bring t he  significant word Arst, is a t  the 
top  of the card, followed by the au.thor i f  
there  is  one, then by t h e  citation of the 
publication in which the article occurs, also 
t h e  reference to the review of i t  i n  the EP 
periinent Station Record. ' Below is  given 
a short  abstract. A card is usually printed 
for  each )bulletin a s  a w,hole, but besides 
this  there  a re  numerous cards for  special 
subjects treated; each important crop or 
fertilizer, for instance, mould receive, an 
entry. Subjects in the annual reports are 
also brought out, whether a distinct article 
i s  devoted to, them or  not, a s  many a s  100 
cards sometimes being printed for  a single 
report.  The index is  thus a real  index 
ra ther  than a card cakalogue. As lniglit be 
expected the title under which the  en,try is 
made is in many cases one which is sup- 
plied by the  indexer. I t  i s  well for the 
librarian who uses the  index to bear  in mind 
t ha t  it was not intended so much to  furnish 
a ready reference tool for hasly consultation 
a s  t o  provide the agricultural worker with 
a summary of the work done a t  the various 
stations along any special line. The  ab- 
s t rac t s  are the most important feature from 
this w io t  of view, and i t  is  expected tha t  
the user- will look through practically all  
the cards in the class in which he is inter- 
ested and thus  gain a general idea of pre- 
vlous work in his field. The author side is 
entirely subordinated. It  is intended tha t  
cards with the same title be arranged not 
by the  author ,but by the name of t h e  issu- 
ing station. I t  is, therefore, not always 
easy to And the  reference to a special bulle- 
tin which may be desired; nevertheless this  
index, which contains about 38,000 cards, 
is a n  invaluable guide to agricultural ex- 
periments from the subject side. It is  pub- 
lished by t h e  Offlce of Experiment Stations 
of t h e  U. S. De~a r tmen t  of Agriculture, and  
is sent free to  the State agricultural colleges 
and experiment stations, for which i t  is pri- 
marily designed. subscriptions are also re- 
ceived to the  entire index, or to separate  
classes. 
Wherever this set of cards may be classed 
chronologically in comparison wi'th other  
printed cards, we a re  quite sure that  i t  is 
the senior i n  the agricultural fleld. T h e  
next undertaking i o  be mentioned was also 
a very early one in the  history of printed 
cards, namely, the beginning in 1899 of t h e  
printing of cards for publications of t h e  
U. S. Department of A,griculture by the  De- 
partment Library, of which Mr. W. P. Cut- 
t e r  was then the head. Mr. Cutter says i n  
his report for  1899-1900: "This I believe t o  
be t he  flrst attempt to furnish to t h e  out- 
side world a complete printed card cata- 
logue of the publications of any institution." 
So f a r  as  we  know this claim has not been 
disputed. The  constituency for these cards 
was considered to  'be principally the  State  
agricultural colleges and experiment sta- 
tions, as  was the case with the  cards fw 
station pud~lications, and this faot deter- 
mined some ,of the features of the cards. 
For instance, since the cards for station 
publications were of index size, it was  de- 
cided, perhaps unfortunately in the light 
of later experience, to supply the new ones 
in tha t  size, a s  well as  in the more generally 
used post card size, in order that the same 
cabinets migh~t be used to accommodate 
110th sets. They could not, however. be ar-  
ranged together. since the new cards were 
designed for a dictionary catalogue arrange- 
ment. Because t he  state college and station 
librariefi were in most cases unorganized 
and wit11 few or no trained assistants, i t  
was thought that the only way to insure t h e  
filing and use of the cards was to make their  
preparation as  simple as possible, and that  i t  
would be best to have the subject headings 
ready prlnted a t  the top of the card, for those 
who preferred them. (It may b e  added that  
even this precaution has not prevented 
sets  @om being stored away in their original 
wrappers for some years.) For six Years 
this work was carried on by the Department 
of  Agriculture library, according to the 
original plans The  cards were printed at  
the  Government printing offlce and made 
up into sets  and sent out by the Department 
Library, the  work being done by t he  regu- 
Idl. staff in  addition to ,its other duties. Sets 
v e r e  distributed free to the libraries of the 
State  agricultural colleges and experiment 
stations and to depository libraries of the 
Superintendent of Documents. During these 
years  nearly a11 the separate publications, 
bulletins and circulars of the Department 
were covered by printed cards, as  well a s  
the  articles in the Year Boolcs. The  Farm- 
ers' Bulletin and Year Book cards proved 
so popular that they were reprinted a t  least 
once. I t  was decided, whethor wisely or  
not, to make the subject headings a s  silnple 
ns possible; for instance, using the popular 
ra ther  than the scientific names of p1ani.s 
and animals. The  headings differed more 
o r  less from those in use in the catalogue 
of the  Department Library, but this was not 
thought to  matter, since the  manuscript 
card catalogue of the Department Library 
was not  a matter of public concern, and the 
cards for  Department publications were of 
course made to conform before being flled 
In it .  
Fo r  more than three years after t he  print- 
ing  of cards for its accessions was benun 
b y  t h e  Library of C'ongress, t he  Department 
of Agriculture Library continued t o  have 
p ~ i n t e d  and to distribute independently the 
C M ~ E  for Department publications But Mr. 
IEastings, the  energetic chief of the  Card 
I\ivision of the Library of Congress did not 
overlook this stray lamb which needed gath- 
e'ring into the fold, and we were only too 
glad t o  have him take over the task  of 
printing, handling and distributing these 
cards, work for which the Department Li- 
brary had no ~.dequate facilities. Accord- 
ingly since 1906 these cards have been 
handled by the Library of Congress in the 
sume way a s  the cards for our other acces- 
sions, Within a few years the cards al- 
ready printed for  the older publications had 
been revised and reprinted, so t ha t  they 
are now al l  available in the Library of Con- 
gress stock, the only exceptions being ana- 
lytical cards for a few of the bulletins, which 
i t  was no t  deemed wise to reprint. Cards 
fo r  articles in the old series of annual r e  
ports of the Department and for  some] 
other  ser ies  not previously catalogued, have 
been printed. Thero a r e  still a t  least  two 
more serious which should receive attention, 
namely, the annual reports of the Bureau 
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of Animal Industry and the States Relations 
Service. But in general we believe that the 
Depal\tment publlc'ations have been covered 
a s  closely a s  is practicable in such a card 
catalogue, in which of course minute index- 
ing cannot be afforded. Sets of these cards 
continue to be  distributed to  the libraries 
of the agiicultural colleges and experiment 
stations a t  the expense of thp, Department 
05 Agriculture library. Otherwise they are 
for  sale by the Card Division like other 
printed cards. 
The taking over of these cards was at- 
tended for the  Card Section with some in- 
conveniences which might have discouraged 
anyone but Mr. Hastings, For instance the 
supplying of cards in two sizes was a great 
nuisance, and for several years the Library 
of Congress worked to induce libraries 
which were using the small size to change 
to the larger, giving them special rates on 
sets thus exchanged. The  number of small 
sets in use  was thus diminished, and the 
Card Division has now ceased to supply 
them. The  printing of the subjoct headings 
a t  the  top of cards, for those who desired 
them, was another variation from the prac- 
tice of the Library of Congress. This is still 
continued. Several other little peculiarities 
of ours were kindly tolerated-such as  the 
inclusion of the name of the Department in 
the heading for various buream, (e, g. U. S. 
Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Ehtomol. 
ogy, instead of U. S. Bureau of Entomology, 
according to the Library of Congress cus- 
tom) and the entermg of anonymous publi- 
cations in numbered series, under the title 
instead of under the Department or  Bureau. 
Another idiosyncrasy has been our hab,it of 
sparing the feelings of authors in t he  De- 
partment by omitting the date of birth on 
the catalogue cards, exrept for those who 
were dead and would not protest. W e  have 
lately fallen "into line" however, on this 
point, because so far  as  we could flnd, the 
authors did not mind about the date, al- 
though they were sometimes quite flrm 
about middle names. 
About two years af ter  the Department of 
Agriculture Library began the publication 
of cards for Department publications, the 
Library of Congress' printed card work, 
which had been conflned to its own needs. 
was developed so that its cards were avail- 
able for purchase by other libraries. These 
including, a s  they did, entries for all the new 
accessions to  the Library of Consgress, es- 
pecia.11~ for copyrighted books, contained 
many cards for agricultural literature. But 
the Library of Congress does not specialize 
in this gubject, and, large as  its collections 
are, i t  is yet necessary sometimes to correct 
the: impression of the person who "thwght  
that  i t  contained all the books that had ever 
been published." The Card Section there- 
fore, after its work was well establiahed be- 
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gan to look around for means to increase its 
stock in order that  i t  might be able to sup- 
ply a larger proportion of the titles called 
for. To this end it invited t h e  Department 
of Agriculture Library to furnish copy for 
such of its accessions a s  were not contained 
in the Library of Congress. This was the 
flrst library to co-operato in this way. The 
first of these cards were printed i n  Decem- 
ber, 1902. It was with much diffidence that  
we approached the task of preparing cards 
according to the Library of Congress cata- 
loguing rules. These rules had not  been 
long in use and were new to  us and rather 
terrifying, especially since the  cards were to 
be printed and our inevitable mistakes would 
thus become known throughout t he  l m d .  
The Library of Congress Catalogue and Card 
Sections wore, however, very kind in giving 
us assistance and suggestions, and w e  have 
been able to produce about 30,000  card^, 
some of which a t  first glance can hardly be 
told fro111 those originating in the Libmrg 
of Congress. We hope that they have been 
intelligible and helpful to the users, even 
though the anticipated mistakes have not 
been absent. The cards for which copy is 
supplied by other libraries, a s  you know, a re  
distinguished by an abbreviation before the 
serial number (in our case Agr.) a s  well 
a s  by the name of the L ~ b r a r y  at  the  bottom 
of the card. All the cards, of whatever sort,  
for which we a re  responsible are printed in 
this "Agr" series. 
In 1904 the printing of cards for art'icles 
in lhree foreign periodicals was begun- 
these periodicals being Die Landwirtschaft- 
lichen Versuchsstationen, Landwirtschaft- 
liche Jahrbiicher and Annales de l a  science 
agronomique. Later Annales de 1'Institut 
national agronomique was added to  the list. 
The cards for these differ somewhat from 
those mentioned previously, in  form, in sub- 
ject headings and in the fact t ha t  besides 
the subject heading they have a number in 
the lower right hand corner, assigning each 
article to a broad classification peculiar to 
these cards and designed to facilitate sub- 
scriptions to cards for articles on certain 
subjects None of these cards have been 
published during the last few years; on ac- 
count of the war the two German ones have 
not been received, and the French ones have 
either come irregularly o r  have been 
changed in character. W e  hope to  resume 
the printing of the cards soon. 
The question of subject headings is a 
rather embarrassing one which we would 
prefer to  pass over in silence, if we could 
conscientiously do so. If the Department of 
Agriculture had waited for the  library of 
Congress to develop its plans before or- 
ganizing its own work the  matter  would 
have been much simpler. But, a s  h a s  been 
explained, we began first, and when the  
card printing was transferred t o  the  Library 
of Congress, we could not ignore the 300 o r  
sets of Cards m i c h  had already been 
distributed to libraries. The subject head- 
ings which we had chosen naturally did not 
always coincide with those selected by the  
Library of Congress. When the printing 
*as taken over  by the Library of Congress, 
i t  Yet seemed necessary to keep the  same 
scheme of subject headings, since t h e  new 
cards must Ale with the old: As regards 
the cards for current accessions, it must  be 
relnembfred that our card catalogue had 
been in Drogress for many years before the 
L.ibrary of Congress printed cards were ba- 
gun. We had not the service available t o  
change our catalogue at  once to correspond 
with the Library of Congress headings, even 
had t h e  list of these headings been printed 
a t  tha t  time, which was not the case. I t  
Was th0ught that i t  would be more useful 
to have our own headings appear a t  the  
bottom of the card than to leave i t  with no 
headings at all, and ours were therefore 
added as EI suggestion of what we considered 
the subject t o  be. As before explained these 
headings were not always the same as those 
used on the cards for  Department publica- 
tions, and no doubt the inconsistencies be. 
tween various kinds of headings h a s  been 
very confusing to users of the cards. I n  
these two cases, we were chained, a s  we 
thought, to our  past, but there is perhaps 
less justification for the use ot still a third 
set of headings for the cards for foreign 
agricultural periodicals. This was used be- 
cause i t  seemed called for by the na ture  of 
the articles indexed, which were very special 
and technical. For several years now t h e  
Library of Congress has tried to obviate 
these subject heading troubles. The  Library 
of Congress heading is now always indl- 
cated, if ours differs, unless, as is  sometimes 
the base, the Library of Cbngress has  de- 
cided on no appropriate one. This plan i s  
fully explained in the new edition of t h e  
Handbook of card distribution, issued by  t h e  
Card Division, In assigning new subject 
headings an effort is always made to adopt 
those used by  the Library of Congress, and  
we often change to their form, even when 
different headings have already been used. 
A few years ago a revision was made of t h e  
headings ot t h e  cards for Department publi- 
cations, and a great many of them were 
reprinted in order to  make them correspond 
a s  nearly a s  possible to the Llbrary of Con- 
gress headings. The most extensive change 
was t o  the Library of Congress Practice of 
dividing subjects such as  agriculture, by 
country, instead of dividing the country by  
subject, as had  been our practice, and still  
is in our  own catalogue. 
I t  will be seen from the foregoing account 
that cards for a large amount of agricultural 
literature are now available to libraries. T h e  
number of titles printed in the Agr, ser ies  
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by the  Library of Congress is, a s  has  been 
said, over 80,000. These include, i t  is  true, 
accessions to  the Department Library, on 
whatever subject they may be, and while 
they a re  all  technical publications bearing 
on the  work of the Department, a large pro- 
portion of them could not be classed a s  ag- 
riculture. However, these are balanced to  
some extent  by the cards printed by the 
Library of Congress for books in i ts  own 
collection on  the subject of agriculture, in- 
cluding nearly all the copyrighted books 
since 1898. The Library of Congress has 
also recatabgued ~ t s  collection of older agri- 
cultural literature. Cards a re  not, however, 
available for all the older agricultural books 
In t he  Department of agriculture library. 
Several of the  state agricultural college or 
university libraries have furnished the  Li- 
brary of Congress with copy for cards for 
t h e  experiment station bulletins and circu- 
la rs  of their states. These a r e  Illinois, In- 
diana, Massachusetts, Oregon' and Virginia. 
It is hoped that, as more of the agricultural 
college libraries secure trained assistance, 
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they will undertake this work for their own 
states, and tha t  perhaps t he  Department of 
Agriculture Library can undertake the re. 
mainder, i f  i t  js not large. This is one of 
the most  important pieces of work to  be 
done along this line. The cards for these 
experiment stations publications a r e  badly 
needed in t h e  general dictionary catalogue 
though they will not supersede the classed 
card index issued by the OfRce of Elxperi- 
ment  Stations and previously described. 
The  lat ter  indexes articles in the  annual re- 
ports, and also more minute portions of the 
other publications than  the dictionary cata- 
logue cards would probably cover. They 
also give the very useful abstract. 
With all t h e  cards which we have men- 
tioned a t  his disposal, supplemented by the 
excellent indexes to periodical articles, no t c  
bly t h e  Ekperiment Station Record and the 
Agricultural Index, may not  the agricultural 
librarian consider himself fortunate in the 
bibliographical assistance which he  can 
command? 
The Library of the United States Department 
of Agriculture 
BY CLARIBEL R. BARNETT 
Librarian, U. S.  Department of Agriculture 
Scientific progress is the process of bring- 
ing together and corelating facts already 
known and  discovering new truths by de- 
duction and esperiment. It  follows neces- 
sarily t ha t  the records of past experiments, 
t h e  data not  only on what has been accom- 
plished but  also on what has been at- 
tempted, must  Be available, otherwise 
avoidable mistakes will be made and much 
t ime and  money will be wasted on t h e  un- 
necessary repetition of experiments. I t  is 
not surprising, therefore, tha t  an institution 
such a s  the U. S Department of Agriculture, 
which was established )for the advancement 
of agriculture, should have had a library 
connected with it from its very beginning in 
1862. IJnfortunately, however, from lack of 
the  necessary support, the growth of the 
Library during the first thirty years of its 
existence was very gradual and its service 
limited. I t  is  painful to  think ob the  oppor- 
tunities for  collecting valuable material 
which were  neglected in these early years 
ana  which it is feared can never be  entirely 
made  good, for old o~r icu l ture l  periodicals 
and reports which could so easily have been 
ot tajned.when published are now seldom to 
be found. 
In 1893 Honorable J. Sterling Morton, 
who was then Secretary of Agriculture, ap- 
pointed Mr. W. P. Cutter as  Librarian and 
a little later Miss Josephine A. Clark was 
n~poin ted  Assistant Librarian. Together 
they reorganized the Library, introduced 
n ~ x l e r n  library methods, employed trained 
library assistants and laid the foundations 
of a li,brary policy loolring toward a great 
enlargement of i t s  collections a n d  service. 
Under their guidance the Library began to 
grow ragidly and to take on the character 
and functions of a national agricultural re. 
search 1ibrm.y. Its collections now number 
apDroximately 145,000 books and panighlets 
and constitute t he  largest library In thr* 
world devoted specifically to  agriculture 
and t he  related sciences. 
scope 
To give an  adequate idea of the Library 
i t  w w l d   be necessary to go through the 
classification enumerating in detail the 
strength, of t he  various collections and cali- 
ing attention to t he  many treasures whtch 
the I Jbrary  Bossesses. Lack of space for- 
bids any such extended statement.,  It I s  
only possible to indicate the  scope of the 
Library and .  i t e  subjects i n  which i t  is 
es~ec ia l ly  strong. First of all i t  should b~ 
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csplained th3t i t  i t r  a scientific and technical 
library. In a general way t he  scope of the 
Linrary cor~'eslx~nds with t he  work of the 
Department which can be broadly "divided 
into three groups of activity: (1) research 
or  the sc~entific study of t he  fundamental 
problems of agriculture; (2) extension of 
education,al work, o r  the dissemination of 
t he  information deve1ope.d through the De- 
partment'.s experiments and  discoveries; 
and ( 3 )  regulation or administration of 
various statutes with whose enforce~nent 
t he  Department is charged." In  all these 
activities the Librarv i~ called upon to fur- 
nish da ta  found in books, periodicals and 
pamphlets. Scarcely a year passes in which 
tsorne new duties a re  not added by Con!zress 
to the Department. These a r e  ap t  t o  result 
in  demands upon the  Library for material 
not  previ'ously considered within its special 
iwovlnce. The acope of t he  Library, there- 
fore, may be said to be relative, no t  Bxed. 
However, since botany, zoology, chemistry 
nnd I-eterinary science a r e  t h e  basic  sci. 
encec: with which agriculture is most  con- 
cerned, i t  naturally follows t ha t  the subjects 
in which the Library is especially strong 
a re  the following: Agriault,ure in all its 
brunches, agricultural statistics, rural  econo- 
mics, veterinary medicine, forestry, cliem- 
istry, agricultural bacteriology, botany, plant 
pathology, economic entomology and eco- 
nomic zoology. Its collections in all  these 
subjects are extensive and notable, ~f not 
~mrivaled. There are other libraries in the 
country wh~ctl  specialize in some one o i  
these subjects,-the Massachusetts Horti- 
cultural Society in horticulture; t he  Gray 
Herbarium, The Missouri Botanical Garclen, 
and the Arnold Arboretum in botany; and 
the American Entomological Society in en- 
ton~ology. The flgures on which to  base an  
adequate opinion as to the strength of these 
various collections a s  compared with those 
in this Library are not available but by 
reason o~f t he  fundamental unity of science 
the  Library of the Department has  a t  least 
one distinct advantage in tha t  it specializes 
i n  all t h e  sciences relating t o  agriculture. 
This adds ,to the strength of t h e  collection 
on each subject. 
Another decided advantage which this 
Library enjoys is due to t he  prominence 
of t he  Department and the correspondingly 
large numbers of exchanges which are re- 
ceived from agricultural and scientific in- 
stitutions. It can, i t  is  believed, be  safely 
said tha t  no other collection is  so strong in 
t he  local, state and national oftlcial public* 
tions of American and foreign institutions 
and  organizations which have t o  do with 
agriculture and the related sciences. These 
emlbrace the publications of boards, societies, 
agricultural colleges and experiment sta- 
tions, commissions, congresses, and  govern- 
ment  and  state oficials. Exchanges are r e  
ceived from every civilized country and  in 
eyery ,language in which gcientiflc data  a r e  
YePUrtled. To  mention only one fdtseign col- 
lection i n  particular-the collection of pub- 
lications of the Japanese agricultural ex- 
periment stations is prdbably as complete 
as, if not more coinplete than, any other 
one collection even in Japan itself. Two 
other somewhat unusual features a r e  t he  
collection of horticultural trade catalogues 
(a close rival of the especially fine collec- 
tion contained in the Massachusetts Horti- 
cultural Society Library) and the very com- 
plete collection of $foreign and American 
herd, flock, and stud books 
In sets of scientific and technical periodi- 
cals, the Library is particularly rich.. Mmy 
of t he  sets of foreign argicultural periodicals 
are lprobably not contained in any other 
library in the country. The Library receives 
currently 2400 periodicals. The number re- 
coived from various countri'es, the subjects 
which they cover and the languages i n  
which they a r e  published are shown i n  t h e  
appendix to the annual report of the Library 
for 1918. A glance a t  the list will indicate 
the broad range of subjects on which tlhe 
Library is expected to furnish material, f o r  
i t  is to periodicals that one must look for  
the most up-to-date informatjon. 
The emphasis of the Library is on the util- 
itarian side. It  does not purchase books 
which a r e  of interest because of their rarity, 
or because of their beautiful typography or 
Beautiful bindings, or for any other biblio- 
graphical interest unless they also have a 
scientific or historical value connected with 
the work of the Department. Nevertheless 
i t  contains many rare books of great vaIue. 
Among its treasures which are essential 
in the claily work of the Department a r e  
a set ot' Biologia Central Americana, a 
set published in parts, the total cost of 
which has amounted already to more than  
$1000; Curtis, British Entomology; Ober- 
thur, Etudes de  16pidopt6rologie comparde; 
Wytsman, Genera insectorum; Jablonsky, 
Natursystem aller belrannten in und aus- 
landischen insekten; Saccardo, Sylloge fun- 
gorum. Pierre, Flore foresticre de la Cochin- 
chine; Tcarsten, Flora Colnmbiana, with 
colored plates and a very extensive colIec- 
tion of the works of Linnaeus. Mention 
should also be made of some of the r a r e  old 
agricultural books contained in the Library, 
among which the following are of especial 
interest: Scriptores rei rusticae, Florentiz, 
1621; Geoponica. 1538; Columella, De r e  rus- 
tics, Parisiis, 1643 : Crescentius, De agricul- 
tura, Bmilene, 1538; Herrera, Libro de agri- 
coltura, 1639 ; and Estienne, Praedium rus- 
ticum, 1564. 
While the Library specializes in the sub- 
jects which have been noted, its purchases 
are not confined to these subjects. The  
lines of investigation conducted by the va- 
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rious laboratories and the so called "police 
duties". of the Dapartment in ~~Dnection 
with t h e  administration of certain federal 
laws make it necessary to purchase many 
books and periodicals which seem t o  have 
no  connection with agriculture. Probably 
Its most  extensive purchases outside of the 
fleld of agriculture and the related sciences 
a r e  in the class of medicine. Such a r e  the  
rrmiflcations of science that medical books 
~ n d  periodicals are needed not only in the 
work of the Bureau of Animal Industry but 
also i n  the  Bureau of Chemistry, the Bureau 
of Entomology and the Bureau of Plant  
Industry. The Library is occasionally called 
upon to purchase books on such subjects a s  
dentistry and Cosmetics needed in'connec- 
tion with work arising from the adminis- 
tration of the Food and Drug Act, books On 
bond issues and flnance needed in the  Ofice 
of Public Roads, and perodicals on aeronau- 
tics for the use of the Forest Service i n  in- 
vestigating woods for aeroplanes. Even a 
periodical on the millinery trade has  been 
needed to keep track of the sale of millinery 
goods which are afllected, by the Acts for the 
protection of birds. Needless to say books 
and periodicals of this character a r e  only 
porchased in response to a definite demand 
and  when i t  will not answer t h e  purpose to 
borrow them from some other library. 
Such books are, so to speak, side issues. 
In the  purchase of books the  resources of 
t h e  Library of Congress and other govern- 
ment  libraries are always taken into ac- 
count for i t  has seemed wise to follow a 
broad policy looking toward the increase or 
t he  sum total of scientific literature in Wash- 
ington rather than to consider only the  De- 
partment  collections. Old, ra re  and very 
expensive books, if known t o  be in the Li- 
brary of Congress, are not duplicated in this 
Library even though on agricultural sub- jects unless they are needed for frequent 
use or  are of special interest. 
Branch Libraries 
I n  some respects the Department i s  like a 
university, the various bureaus, divisions 
and offices corresponding to the departments 
and schools of a university Just as there 
a r e  i n  a university various departmental li- 
braries, so there are in the Department of 
Agriculture various bureaus, divisions and 
office libraries. Previous to the reorganiza- 
tion of the Library in 1893 these collections 
were  not  catalogued and were more or less 
Independent of the Main Library Under 
t h e  policy inaugurated by Mr. Cutter and 
Miss Clark they have all been knit together 
and a r e  now administered as  a single libra- 
r y  system for the Department, consisting of 
the  main library and its branches in the  
bureaus, divisions and offices, thus insuring 
co-operation and continuity in the library 
work of the Department. All books and pe- 
riodicals for the use of the B reaus and 
Offices i n  Washington a r e  pur&ased and 
catalogued by the  Main Library. Therefore 
the  catalogue of t he  Main Library contains 
a record of all the  library regources of the 
Department regardless of the location of 
t he  collections. 
The  librarians of the various bureaus and 
offices and  their assistants a r e  paid from 
the appropriations of the offlces, with which 
they a r e  connected. There a re  some ad- 
vantages in this  plan a s  i t  enables the  offlces 
t o  employ library assistants t o  do work 
which t he  Main Library with its limited ap- 
propriations would be unable to  do. Being 
in closer touch with the users of the books, 
t he  librarians of the bureaus and divisions 
lay greater emphasis on the reference and 
bibliographical side of the work while in 
t he  Main Library emphasis is placed more 
on t he  side of acquiring material and mak- 
ing i t  readily available for use. 
About one-third of the library's collections 
a r e  %led i n  the various bureau and ofEce 
libraries for the greater convenience of the 
Department workers, since the offlces are 
scattered i n  numerous buildings, often some 
distance from the Main Llbrary. These va- 
rious branch libraries differ considerably in 
extent and  character, being governed largely 
by their distance from the Main Library and 
by the  space available in the  bureaus and 
offlces for  the collections. For  example the 
Bureau of Crop Estimates, t he  Bureau of 
Elntomology and t h e  Forest Service contain 
the  bulk of the  collections on the subjects 
of special interest in the work of these bu- 
reaus. The  collection in the Bureau of 
Chemistry is more limited, since on account 
of lack of space in the bureau i t  is necessmy 
t o  file in  the Main Library many of the sets 
of chemical periodicals. The collections in 
t he  libraries of the Bureau of Plant Indus- 
try, the  Office of Public Roads and Rural 
Engineering, the Biological Survey, the nu- 
reau of Markets, the  States Relations Serv. 
ice and t he  Dairy Division are limited 
strictly to  books in frequent use. Scarcely 
a year passes tha t  some additional evidence 
of the  value of a unified library system for 
t he  Department is not brought out. The 
frequent changes in the organization of the 
Department and in the location of offices due 
to tho expansion of the work would result 
i n  much confusion and be most wasteful as  
f a r  a s  t h e  libraries of the various units are 
concerned if they were all separately ad- 
ministered. 
Catalogues and Bibliog.raphiss 
When the Library was reorganized in 
1893 there was no catalogue of the collec- 
tion. This was an  advantage in some re- 
spects a s  i t  made i t  possible to  s tar t  a 
dictionary card catalogue on modern lines. 
The catalogue has grown until  i t  now con- 
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tains approximately 400,000 cards a n d  con- 
stitutes a n  invaluable bibliography and in- 
dex to the literature of agriculture and the 
related sciences. In addition to the cards 
for b o o b  in this  Library i t  contains cards 
for those in the  Library of Congress and 
other libraries which are on subjects of 
interest in  the work of the Department. 
The printed cards for the publications 
of the Department and the accessions to  
the Library are described in another article 
in this number. Printed lists of the books 
on botany, irrigation, entomology and  for- 
estry, contained in the  Library have been 
issued a s  Library Bulletins No. 4 1  (1902), 
No. 42 (1902), No. 55 (1906), and No. 76 
(1909) respectively. A catalogue of the 
periodicals and serials contained in the Li- 
brary was issued as Library Bulletin No. 
37 (1901) and a supplement t o  i t  was  pub- 
litshed in 190G. Lack of space forbids a de- 
tailed statement a s  to the valuable, biblio- 
graphical work and indexing which is done 
in the various bureau and division libraries. 
Information in regar'd to the subjects cov- 
ered is given in No. 6 of t he  multigraphed 
series of Library NDtes issued by the Li- 
brary. Special mention should, however, 
be made of the extensive catalogue of botan- 
ical and horticultural literature which is 
maintained in the  Bureau of Plant  Industry 
Library through the co-operation of t he  
Mice of Economic and Systematic Botany 
of the Bureau of Plant Industry. A detailed 
description of the catalogue wns published 
as Bureau ot Plant  Industry circular No. 87. 
Use of the Library 
The Library exists Arst of all  for the 
beneflt of the  Department but is  also free 
for reference t o  any one who wish to  use 
it. The use of its books by other  institu- 
tions in and out  of Washington is increas- 
ing from year to  year. During t h e  past Year 
there has been a greatly ~nci'eaaed w e  of 
the hooks by other government departments 
especially by the new departments created 
since the war. A large number of books 
are lent to  hs t i tu t ions  i n  every s ta te  of 
the Union, to the various state agricultural 
colleges and experiment stations in particu- 
lar,  and to other institutions engaged in 
agricultural research. In addition t o  t h e  
service rendered by t h e  use of i t s  books, 
i t  endeavors t o  serve to some extent a ~ s  a 
bureau of information about agricultural 
l~terature.  Not  infrequently the subjects 
on which inquiries a r e  received a re  sub- jects on which little ol. no printed informa- 
tion is available. If they  are under inves- 
tigation by officers 01 the  Department the  
Library endeavors to  serve a s  a medium 
for connecting the request18 with the  omces 
or individuals tha t  can supply t he  informa- 
tion. In general i t  may be said tha t  i t  is 
the aim of the Library to  make i t s  resources 
and its biMiographlcal equipment a s  wide- 
ly useful as possible. 
The Agricultural Collections of the Ohio State 
University 
BY OLIVE JONES 
Librarian, Ohio State University 
Although the College of Agriculture of the 
Ohio State University is  one of the best  and 
largest in the country, conditions have not 
made i t  desirable, or even possible, to have 
a separate agricultural library. I think that 
sometime this will come, but probably not 
for a number of years. The main building 
of the College of Agriculture is just across 
the road from the  General Library building 
and there has been a feeling among a great 
many of the agricultural professors that 
they prefer t o  have their students use the  
main library. There is, however, in  this 
building a large department library pertain- 
ing to agricultural chemistry and soils. In 
the  Botany and Zoology building there is an 
excellent department library under the 
charge of s. regulbr library assistant. We 
have never made it a point in our statistics 
to divide our main library u p  into so  many 
volumes of agricultnre, so many volumes of 
engineering, so many volumes on other sub- 
jects, ctc., etc. However, I may  say tha t  
agriculture ha s  by no means suffered and 
that the money put into books for tha t  Col- 
leg0 compares very favorably with the 
money put Into ally other line of work. One 
of our especially valuable collections is  the 
Allen Library of Horticulture which was 
purchased year  before l a s t  and which com- 
prises something over a thousand volumes, 
many of them being r a r e  and almost price- 
less i n  value. The  Cyclopaedia of Horticul- 
ture speaks of i t  a s  being "one of the flneat 
private horticultural libraries in this coun- 
try, many of t h e  volumes of European ori- 
gin and of ra re  merit, some tracing back to  
Holland and t o  1497." These volunies with 
those on the subject already on hand form 
a very interesting and valuable horticultural 
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library-one of the few important collections 
in the country. 
Our collection of Herd Books is also one 
of the most  complete in t he  country, thore 
being very few herd associations ot whlch 
w e  do not  have the complete records. 
One of the most important things which 
t h e  library does for the College of Agricul. 
t u r e  is conducting the course in Agricultural 
Bibliography. When this course was ilrs! 
established, it was a required subject and 
was  found to be of the greatest value to 
t h e  students in the college Several years 
ago, when the course of the  college was be- 
Ing reorganized, i t  was unfortunately made 
an elective. Accordingly, instead of having 
six, and eight sections, the  work can now 
b e  carried in two sections. The course 
gives only one-half hour credit. We a r e  sin, 
cerely hoping to have it changed very soon 
s o  tha t  it may be extended and given an 
hour's credit. But even t h e  eight lectures 
which a r e  now given enable the student to 
u se  the library as a whole, and his agricul- 
tu ra l  literature in particular, with a good 
deal  of facility. This course consists of lec- 
tu res  and problems on the use  of reference 
books, indexes, catalogues and  the publica- 
tions of t he  United States Department of 
Agriculture and of the s ta te  experiment 
stations. I t  also includes t h e  making of a 
shor t  bibliography. 
The Agricultural Library of Iowa 
State College of Agriculture 
and Mechanic Arts 
BY VERA fir, DIXON 
Acting Lib~a?.lan, Iowa State  College 
At  the Iowa State College the Agricul- 
tu re  Library is under the  control of the 
General Library but is located in Agricul- 
tu re  Hall. I t  is administered as a branch 
of the General Llbrary and i s  on exactly the 
same basis as  are the other four department 
libraries except that it is t h e  largest of the 
group. The  Librarian is appointed on the 
recommendation of the College Librarian, 
he r  salary bemg paid jointly from regular 
college funds and from station funds She 
h a s  the rank of instructor on the College 
- 
Faculty. 
The books and periodicals are purchased 
from t h e  legislative appropriation for the 
library, and  the library is maintained by 
t he  library aypropriation 
I n  several offices of the experiment sta- 
tion staff are maintained small  collection^ 
of books; these we call laboratory collec- 
t ions They are also t he  property of t he  
college library. 
The  station staff have t he  same privilege 
as -egards the Agriculture Librarian as  do 
members of the College Faculty and use it 
very largely for their reference work. 
The book collection consists of approxi- 
mately 12,000 volumes devoted to  agricul- 
ture and allied subjects. About fifty agricu~l- 
tural journals a re  received currently. 
A herd book room containing about 6,000 
volumes of English and American herd 
books is maintained in connection with the 
Agriculture Library. 
The Agriculture Library is an integral 
part of the college library in every way ex- 
cept that for purposes of convenience it is 
shelved in Agriculture Hall. 
MT. PLEASANT FARM LIBRARY 
The Mt. Pleasant Farm Lbra ry ,  located at 
Grahamsville, New York, is  somewhat 
unique in that  i t  is one of the few agricul- 
tural libraries if not t he  only one which is 
not connected with an institution or s0~i0ty.  
I t  contains about 2,000 books and 13,000 
pamphlets I t  began its existence about 
seventeen years ago ,as a library OE strictly 
agricultural publications for the benefit and 
use of anyone iuterested or engaged in form- 
ing. I t  is financed and oared for by private 
funds but the  i n f~~ rma t ion  i t  contains IS ab- 
solutely free to anyone and every effort is 
made to extend i ts  usefulness. Pub~lications 
a re  f re~uent ly  sent by parcel post to persons 
in need of information on agricultural sub- 
jects in  answer to both telephone calls and 
letters. Through the aid of the Farm 
Bureau 01 the  County the librarian hol~es to 
extend still further the  usefulness of the 
library. The  librarian is Mr. James E 
Barltley. 
-- 
A scient~fic and industrial society (Insti- 
tute Cientifico Industrial del salitre de 
Chile) to study, develop and bring together 
those interested in the nitrate i ndus t~y  has 
been formed a t  Santiago de Chile, South 
America. A Iieviezo in which, i t  i s  stated, 
will appear not only or igna l  contributions 
on work done or  being done of scientific as 
well as of commercial and technical inter- 
ests, but also criticisms of such contribu- 
tions, d~scussions sand abstracts of all  work 
done in other countries in analogous. in- 
dustries, patent a s  well as  original research, 
1s to  be issued. 
- 
The Fedeaal Board for Vocational Educn- 
tion, Washington, D. C., has just issued 
Bulletin 27, devoted to The  Trmnzng of 
Teacllers for  Vocnlionnl Education. The 
studies of the Board run in several series, 
the agricultural (5 already issued), commer- 
cial education, trade and industry, reeduca- 
tion ( 4  issued in each group), and those de- 
voted to emergency war training (Bulletins 
1-12). Bibliographies accompany many of 
the bulletins. 
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EDITORIALS 
In this  agr~cultural  number of Sgeclal 
Lzbraries an eflort has  been made to bring 
together some useful information i n  regard 
to agricultural libraries, to indicate other 
sources of information, and to  call attention 
to a few of the problems and opportunities 
i n  this special branch of library work. While 
some agricultural libraries are doing ex- 
cellent work, taken as  a whole, agricultural 
libraries have lagged behind the progres- 
sive institutions with which they a re  con- 
nected and a re  not performing the  full serv- 
ice which can rightfully be expected of 
them. This is probably due to two causes. 
In  the first place, those in authority i n  many 
of the agricultural colleges and experiment 
etations have not realized the importance 
Of the library in the work of the  colleges 
and stations. In the second place, there  
have been comparatively few librarians who 
have taken any special interest in agricul- 
tural library work and i ts  development. With 
the increased interest i n  agriculture which 
the war has stimulated, it is  hoped tha t  
the growth and  improvement of agricultural 
libraries will be accelerated. 
There hAve been frequent articles in libra- 
ry periodicals of late on the  need of sgecial- 
ization in library work. Dr E. W. Allen, in 
an  article in this number, has pointed out 
the opportunities for  librarians to be  of 
service in agricultural research. There are 
similar opportunities i n  agricultural ex- 
tension work. In  other words, the agricul- 
tural cdlege libraries and  the  experiment 
stations are in great need of trained 
librarians with special qualifications along 
agricultural lines. If librarinns and library 
assistants in agricultural libraries will make 
the uecessary effort, they can do much .by 
reading and study to make  themselves more 
efficient in  their work. Some t ime in the 
near future, however, i t  i s  hoped that  some 
library school will flnd i t  possible t o  give 
a special course for agricultural library 
work. The agricultural librarian who has 
only a knowledge of general library tech- 
nique with no  special knowledge of the  lit- 
erature and history of agriculture and  no 
grasp of rural life problems, is  likely t o  give 
only mediocre service and will not help to 
raise the standards of agricultural library 
work a s  a whole. If, on the other hand, he  
knows something of the  history and lore of 
agriculture and interests  himself i n  the 
lives and efforts of the men who have con- 
tributed to i t s  advancement, then, in the 
words of Dr. E. J. Russell, Director of the 
Rothamsted Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
tion, "lie sees the noble side of the subject, 
and ~ea l izes  that  i t  is no t  merely a way of 
making money, bu t  of getting all the  best 
out of life. When h e  does that,  he becomes 
an enthusiast, and to  make a n  enthusiast ia 
emphatically a great  achievement." As 
soon a s  an agricultural librarian has become 
an enthusiast in his work, his success can 
be said to be assured. 
The Agricultural Libraries Section 
Tho Agricultural Libraries Round Table, 
held during the Mackinnc Meeting of the 
American Library Association in July, 1910. 
a t  which Mr. J. I. Wyer, Jr.,  resided was 
probably the first a t tempt to bring together 
librarians of agricultural libraries and those 
interested i n  agrfcultural literature, for the 
discussion of their special problems. The 
plan for this  Round Table was the result 
of the conviction on the  part of a. group of 
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agricultural librarians tha t  there were 
problems peculiar to agricultural libraries 
which could be better settled by a closer CO- 
operation between them. The  two  session^ 
of th i s  Round Table were well attended and 
much interest was shown. A t  their close i t  
was voted that steps be taken towards form- 
ing a permanent Agricultural Libraries 
Section and  in the event of such a Section 
being formed that Miss Claribel R. Barnett. 
Librarian, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
serve as chairman. A circular was sent  out 
t o  agricultural libraries having agricultural 
collections of considerable size, and to other 
librarians whose work would give them an  
interest in  such a Section. There wns some 
confusion in the minds of a few librarians 
a s  to  the distinction between ,agricultural 
libraries and rural libraries and therefore 
they expressed some doubt as t o  the need 
for such a Section but on t h e  whole the re- 
ponse was so hearty and favorable a s  to 
leave no doubt in the minds of the council of 
the  A. L. A. about the advisability of form- 
ing an  Agricultural Libraries Section. I t  
was accordingly authorized at the next meet- 
ing  of the  A. L. A. Council. 
The  flrst meeting of t he  Agricultural 
Libraries Section after its organization was 
held a t  Ottawa in 1912, a t  which Mr. J. I. 
Wyer, Jr., again presided at the request of 
t he  Chairman. At the next meeting in 1914 
a t  Washington, Miss Claribel R. Barnett pre- 
sided as Chairman. Since 1914 there have 
been meetings of the Section each year. At 
Berkeley, California, in 1916 Mrs. Ida  A. 
Kidder, Librarian of the Oregon Agricultural 
College was Chairman; at  Asbury Park in 
1916 Mr. Malcolm Wyer, Librarinn of the 
University of Nebraska was Chairman; a t  
Louisville i n  1917 Mr W M. Hepburn, Libra- 
r ian  of Pardue University presided in the 
absence of the Chairman Charles R. Green, 
Librarian, Massachusetts Agricultural Col- 
lege: a t  S a r a t o ~ a  in 1918 Mr. George A. 
~ i v e n e a u ,  at that time Librarian of the 
Illinois College of Agriculture was Chairman, 
and Miss Mary G. Lacy, Secretary. For  the 
1919 meeting to be held next summer Miss 
Vera W. Dixon, Assistant Librarian of ' the 
Iowa State  College has been elected Chair- 
man and Miss Lucy Fay, Secretary. 
Most of the meetings have been well 
attended considering the number of agricul- 
tural  libraries and the fact that they are 
widely scattered. Among the definite accom- 
plishments of the Agricultural Libraries 
Section may b6 noted the Agricultural In&ex 
which was  undertaken by t h e  H. W. Wilson 
Company i n  response to the repeated and in- 
  is tent nrging of the Section accompanied 
by the  greatly increased interest in agrlcul- 
tu re  on t h e  part of the public libraries. I t  
was this  Section also which pointed out 
to t he  American Library Association War 
Service Committee the opportunity for libra- 
ries to be of vital help in the food campaign 
undertaken by our  Government when we en- 
tered the war. This suggestion resulted in 
the appointment of t he  Food Information 
Committee which laid the  foundation for 
the work later vigorously prosecuted by the 
Food Administration. 
The  bibliography of articles on subjects 
of interest to agricultural libraries which 
appears elsewhere in this number consists 
very largely of papers written for the meet- 
ings of the Agricu~ltural Libraries Section 
and together form a creditable contribution 
to  a formulation of the principles which 
bhould govern the administration of and 
practice in agricultural libraries. Taken as 
a whole the results obtained by the  Section 
have fully justifled its existence and i t  is  b e  
lieved that a still larger field of usefulness 
is opening out under the  development Of the 
Smith-Lever Act for agricultural extension, 
and the other quickened agencies of an i n  
proved agriculture in this  country. 
New Agencies Helping in the Work of 
Anricultural Education - 
The new era which has dawned for agrl- 
culture has given rise to, many new agen- 
cies dealing with more or  1es.s special phases 
of the subject and thereby supplementing 
t h e  great educational work being done by 
t h e  Federal Department of Agriculture and 
the land gran,t colleges. Noticeable among 
these is the.Federal  Board for Vocational 
Education, which has appointed a State su- 
pervisor of agricultural education in the 
secondary schools and is publishing an  
"Agricultural series" of bulletins. The re- 
lations, which a r e  very close, between this 
work and t he  extension work being, carried 
on co-operatively by the States. and the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, are fully ex- 
plained in Bulletin No. 1 of this Agricultural 
nnrinn 
" U . A X 7 " .  
The U. S. Boys' Working Reserve, under 
the Department of Labor, is another active 
agency in the spread of agricultural edu- 
cation. I t  is estimated tha t  400.000 names 
will be on the 1919 enrollment of the Re- 
serve. The  demand for boys on the farm 
is  expected t o  be greater than in 1918. The 
Boys' Working Reserve does much to inter- 
est  boys in the study of agriculture. A full 
account of what is being done along this 
and other lines will be  contained in an arti- 
cle by Mr. Deveneau in the next issue. 
The  Woman's h n d  Army, closely affili- 
ated with the U. S .  Departmeat of Labor, 
has  also done fine work during the period 
of t he  war and has comprehensive plans for 
s continuance of the work. 
The  War  Work Council of the Y .  M. C. A. 
is  systematically carrying on educational 
work with the soldiers not yet  demobilized 
and still overseas. A commission on the 
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teaching of agriculture to the  soldiers who 
desire i t  has been sen t  abroad under the 
Chairmanship of President Butterfield of 
the Massachusetts Agricultural College 
which will have general direction of this 
work. I t  is expected that  many soldiers, 
interested in t he  subject of agriculture by 
this means and others, will desire t o  settle 
on the land, and Secretary Lane has  made 
comprehensive plans for the reclamation of 
great t rac t s  of land for  this purpose, which 
will be sold t o  the returning soldiers on 
easy terms if the bill embodying this plan 
is  passed by Congress. 
The U. S. ,Bureau of Education early last 
year organized a new agency called the 
United States School Garden Army to  help 
in the food crisis. In urging uDon Congress 
t he  continuance of t h e  appropriations to 
carry on this work t he  chairman of the 
Conservation department of t he  General 
Federation of Women's Clubs wrote in part 
a s  follows: "We believe that  practical 
knowledge of gardening ranks in importance 
with reading, writing and arithmetic in the 
development of the child. W e  believe that  
i n  learning t o  produce food from t h e  soil 
the  child acquires a mental and moral 
growth of fa r  greater value than any  know- 
ledge which is  limited to text  books. I t  flts 
him for intelligent and creative citizenship." 
All these new agencies present rich omppor- 
tunities for libraries, particularly public 
libraries to be of service in the  work of 
agricultural education. 
Why an Agricultural Number? 
The agricultural number is issued with 
more than ohe object in view. I t  has in i t  
much of excellence tha t  might well go into 
a handbook on agricultural libraries. Liltle 
attempt has been made in the. past to  e x  
amine intensively their workings, character- 
istic features, tools, o r  the literature descrip- 
tive of them. 
This number is thus an innovation. I t  will 
he useful to the  agricultural libraries. By 
i ts  content tha t  i s  assured. I t  will help also 
toward comparison, suggestion, improvement, 
standardization upwards. No one is perhaps 
more conscious of the good work or  of the  de- 
flciencies of the agricultural libraries than 
their librarians. There will, however, be 
much food for thought for t h e  special libra- 
rian in other llnes. There is always oppor- 
tunity to  learn; there is  no  time when any 
of us e r e  beyond improvement. Although 
in size this number is larger than any issued 
i n  ou~r history, certain articles were neces- 
sarily crowded out and will be contained i n  
the  following issue. 
The present number is in  the  nature of n 
round table. There is great value i n  t a l k  
ing things over, in cornparink notes. The 
number ha8 also certain lists for  which a 
need has been felt and which i t  is thought  
may be useful to those in special l i b r a ry  
work as Well as to  suoh persons who  a r e  
desirous of acquainting themselves w i th  
special library methods and practice. Al- 
though fundamentally alike special lib- 
methods will be found to vary not only w i th  
every type of library but frequently with 
every establishment. These are differences 
of degree rather than of kind, of shade 
rather than of color. 
The adop,tion of the special l ibrary i n to  
the agricultural fleld is but another i n d i m  
tion 'of the introduction and extension of 
science into this important industry. T h e  
special library stands with technical a n d  in- 
dustrial research. As the public libaary and 
the school have been the indication of edn- 
cational development, so the special l i b r a ry  
and the labratory have been the indication 
of scientiflc development. To foster t h e  
growth of the special library is, t h e r e fwe ,  
to foster the gro,wth of the scientiflc spir i t  
in  industry. 
The United States Shipping Board Emer -  
gency Fleet Corporation, Industrial Rel& 
tions Division, Philadelphia, Pa. has issued 
a report on Works Com,mittees and J o i n t  
I n d z ~ t ~ i a l  Councils analyzing the origin and 
development of these committees in Grea t  
Britain and in the  United States a n d  sum-  
marizing the reports of the well-lmomn Sub- 
Committee on Relations between Employers  
and Employed ( the Whitley Committee) 
whioh has been playing such an impor tan t  
part. in  British industrial readjustment. 
Atten'tion is called to an article i n  School  
a?ed Society, Feb. 22, 1919, which gives a 
statement on the work of the Division of 
A~gricultural Instruction of the U. S. Depart 
ment of Agriculture. The various l is ts  of 
books, bulletins, maps, charts, exlhlbits and 
sources of pictures and slides, which t h i s  
office is prepared to  furnish will be  helpful  
t o  librarians. 
"It has been said that the added weal th  
of the  State of Wisconsin each year, as a re- 
sult of the Agricultural Dxperiment S ta t ion  
work is  many times' the whole appropriation 
made by Wismnsin for agricultural edu- 
cation." 
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Some Typical Agricultural College and Experi- 
ment Station Libraries 
[While nll the  ngrlclllturnl college and esperl-  
ment  fltntion libraries nre in moat respccls very 
slmilnr they nevertheless llnve fiolne mnrked dif- 
fercnces d u e  In~gc ly  to dlflerences i n  t h e  orgnni- 
zntion of the colleges nud stntlons nnd to geo- 
g rnp l~ icn l  conditions. In n Brond wny the ngri- 
culturn1 college librnries of t h e  vnrious stUtes 
cnn be clivldcd into three groups,  (1) those i u  
which the ngriculturnl colleges a r e  no t  connected 
w1l.h n atnto iinivcrsitr ns  in Mnesnchusctts nnd 
0 r i g o Z  .-(i'j-th&-in Ghich the  ogriculturnl col- 
leges i r e  connected with n S t a t e  university US 
i n  Minnesota, nnd Wisconuin, and  (3) tilose in 
whlclt the aericultulnl exDelilneut stntlons nre 
u ' i -cbni~i<tedvith~nn ngriculturxl collese, a s  i n  
Ohio nnd Gcorgin The flrst nnd second groups 
cnn ngnin be  subdlvldcd. I n  the flrst group 
i3lr.i-e nre c o l l e ~ e s  in which the college librnry - -~ .  .- .. - - - -- - 
nnd tile stntion-librnrv nre cornblned us n t  Ore- 
gon, nnd others In milich n sepnrnte station li- 
b r n r r  i s  mnlntnlncd b u t  under t h e  supervision 
of tile ilbrnrian bf. the college ns In Mnssnchu- 
settu. In the second group where the ngricnltural 
colleges ure counrcted with stnte universities the 
agricultural college librnry nnd the stntioIi 11. 
brnry nre genernlly combined, ns in Illinois, Min- 
nesota nncl Wisconsin but  in some stntes there 
is no sepnrate ngrlculturnl librnry, the  ngricul- 
turn1 collectio~ls being in mlth the other col- 
lections as in Ohio nn(1 hInine. The librnry of 
the Kew Hnmpshire State College of Agricul. 
ture differs from nll other  ngricultnrnl libraries 
in t l ~ n t ,  in nccordnnce with nn nct of consolidn- 
tion betmecn the  librnry of the college nnrl the 
librnry of the  town of Durhnm, t h e  books of tho 
college nnd the D n r l ~ n m  Public J~ ibrnry  nre nll 
shelved In one building, forming the Hnmilton 
Smith P u b l ~ c  Librnry. 
The librnries, of which descriptions follow, nlny 
be  snid to he fnirly representntive of the three 
groups of stnte a g r i c ~ ~ l t u r n l  college nnd e x ~ e r i -  
ment statton librnries nnmed nbovc. vnrioos 
differences in orgnnizntion present interesting 
problems of ndministrntion.1 
The Library of the Ohio Agricultural Experi- 
ment Station 
BY W. K .  GREENBANK, LIBRARIAN 
Ohio is one of the very few states i n  which 
t h e  s ta te  agricultural experiment station is 
n o t  connected with the s ta te  agricultural 
college, the Agricultural Experiment Station 
at Wooster being in no w a y  directly con- 
nected wi th  the College of Agriculture, of 
t he  Ohio State University a t  Columbus. This 
fact  has a n  important bearing on the  char- 
ac te r  of the Library of the Agricultural Ex- 
periment Station which is entirely scientific 
a n d  technical and selected to  meet the  needs 
of the Station staff. I t  contains 11,000 bound 
volnnios and several thousand pamphlets. 
I n  addition to the general library each of 
t he  twelve departments of t h e  S t a t ~ o n  has  
z small collection of boolra and journals 
which bear  directly upon t h e  work of that 
department. All a re  tinder t h e  direct super- 
vision of t he  Librarian of t he  Station who 
clsissifles and  catalogues a l l  pnblications. 
Duplicate cards are made for  each depart- 
men t  for  t he  boolrs on i ts  shelves. The 
Dewey Decimal classification supplemented 
by Wyer's classification for  agriculture is 
used. I n  general this system is satisfactory 
but  for entomology and forestry i t  is inade 
quate. 
Some 200 agricultural, scientific and tech- 
nical periodicals come to t he  Station, about 
half of which are bound and placed on the 
shelves. Several of the journals a r e  circu- 
lated regularly to certain members of the 
staff in  definite order before they a r e  flled. 
The Station l ~ b r a r y  is strongest in works 
on chemistry, economic entomology, animal 
nutrition, plant breeding and soils. The 
files of the American and principal foreign 
experiment stations publications are, with 
three or four exceptions, complete. There 
are also complete sets of such works as the 
Sylloge Fzmgomcm by Saccardo, the Journa,l 
of the American Medical Association, Jour- 
nal of the Royal Agricultural Hociety, dating 
back to 1840; The American Farmer; Farm- 
ers' Cabinet : Cmtralblatt fuer  Bakteriologie 
Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbz~echer; Archiv 
fuer  die Gesamte Physiologic des Menschen 
m i l  der Thiere; Zeitschrift fuer  PF;IJslolog- 
ische Chemze; Archives of Pediatrics, Amer- 
ican Journal of the Diseases 07 C7~il&en, 
Transactions of the American Pcd.latric 
Society, Jowna l  of Biological Cl~emistmj, 
publications of the  American Chemical So- 
ciety; Journal o j  Phamnacology; Annals 
and Bulleti?~ of the Pastenr Institute, 
Zei tsc7~r~ft  fuer  Physilcalische Chemie; 
Kolloid-Zeitschraft; Comptes Rendus des 
Seances de I'Academie des Sciences, and 
Internationale Xztteilungen fuer Boden. 
kunde. These periodicals a r e  evidence of 
the fact that the  library is a research libra- 
ry. I t  is of great value t o  the station stafl 
and contains few volumes which a re  not 
in frequent use. While i t  is  used almost en- 
tirely by the Station Staff its resources are 
nevertheless free for reference to all who 
wish to use them. 
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The Library of the Massachusetts 
College 
BY CHARLES R. GREEN, LIBRARIAN 
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Agricultural 
Librarian, Massachusetts Agricultural College 
The Massachusetts Agricultural College is  
unique i n  tha t  i t  is the  only institution of 
its kind in the United States. I t  is  part  of 
the natlonal systenl of agricultural cduca- 
tion-one of a group of sixty-five somewhat 
similar institutions, supported by federal 
and state funds and teaching agriculture, 
mechanic arts,  and home ecoriomics. Of 
this groutp twenty-three a re  state universi- 
ties, some of which grew out of the Morrill 
land grant  act  and some being in existence 
before the passage of that bill by Congress 
in July, 1862. Twenty-seven are not &ate 
universities or connected with universities, 
but a re  separate institutions, bearing the 
right or having the function of state colleges 
of agriculture and nlechanic arts. Fourteen 
are for colored people in the South where 
the work is duplicated in the institutions 
for white students. 
At  the very beginning the hlassachusetts 
Legislature divided the  federal land grant 
fund, giving one-third of the income to the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for 
the purpose of teaching the mechanic ar ts  
and engineering worlr a t  tha t  institution 
rather than a t  the Agricultural College a t  
Amherst. This fact explains our isolatfon- 
the only college which has agriculture alone 
for i ts  field. Agriculture is, of course, 
broadly defined so a s  to include those sub- 
jects related to i t  and necessary to i ts  suc- 
cessful application. This situation and the 
organization of the institution is  i m g o r t ~ l t  
in  that  they define the  worlr of the College 
Library. 
Three methods are used In carrying out 
the educational policy of the institution 
First,  inves'tigational, through the Agricul- 
tural Experiment Station; second, the teach- 
ing of resident stuclents-those who come to  
the College for  four weeks, four years or 
longer; third, the Extension Service which 
has the entire state for i ts  campus. The 
work of the College Library may best be de- 
scribed b~ following this educational organ- 
ization. 
Agricultural Exper~ment  Station. The  Di- 
rector and his staff have the entire use of 
two buildillgs and partial use of six others. 
This makes imperative the maintenance 03 
department or branch libraries. Fortunately 
for the local 8ituation the College Libraria* 
is also Librarian of the Experiment Station ; 
hc has a stated apportionment of funds for 
this part of his work and the Experiment 
Station Library material is under his suger- 
vision The main card catalog in the  Cal- 
lcge Lillrary will in time be a complete reo- 
ord of the book resources of the ent ire  cam- 
pus-including all of the mater id  in t h e  
laborafories of the Experiment Station work- 
ers. Most of the books purchased by Exl~ex-i- 
nlent Station funds are housed in the  vari- 
ous buildings but considerable material, es- 
pecially sets of periodicals, is cared for  in 
the College Library. 
College Work. Library facilities for  s tu-  
dents engaged in the short courses, regular  
college grade work and the graduate school 
are provided in the Main College Library. 
The ground floor and basement of t he  Chapel 
building are used for this purpose. A small  
reading room is separated from t h e  omce 
and worlr room by a stack room on one floor, 
while duplicate collections, government doc- 
uments, and overflow from the s tack room 
&re cared for in the cellar. The larger part  
of t he  general collections of the Library is 
available to students who have access to  the 
stack room-in fact they are urged t o  make  
free use of its contents, chairs and ledges 
being provided for their convenience. About 
40,000 volumes a re  available on this  floor. 
Several thousand volumes are shelved In t h e  
basement, and perhaps eight thousand vol- 
umes in the Department libraries making a 
total of approximately 58,500 volumes. Es- 
pecially good collections in agriculture, hor- 
ticulture. botany, entoniolom, bacteriology, 
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cheinistry and forestry are available. .The 
main card catalog consisting of three slxty 
tray cases and approximately 100,000 cards 
is accessible to all. The catalogs of the 
U. S Department of Agriculture and Expert- 
ment  Station publications are kept separate 
but near  by. The reading room is  provided 
with six newspapers, two dozen farm papers 
and  the best gcneral periodicals. A ,  goodly 
collection of reference books and about two 
thousand bound volunles of general period- 
icals and  recent farm papers a r e  also kept 
i n  this  room. Books are circulated from 
one end of the stack room. The reserved 
boolr collection is  also supervised from this 
delivery desk. The office provides accommo 
dations for the L~brarian,  the cataloger and 
other assistants, and recent numbers of the 
most used scientific periodicals, magazines 
and  farm papers. A11 Library material is  
ordered, accessiohed, shelf listed and 
loged here  before being shelved in the  maiu 
or  department libraries. 
General. Our budget though small is es- 
sential and  fundamental in principle. Es- 
timates for new book funds are called for 
by the Librarian from the heads of depart- 
ments. These with his estimates for pe- 
riodicals, binding, travel and general main- 
tenance a r e  supplied to the president and 
trustees, t he  budget for the new year  vary- 
ing according to the generosity of the Lsgis- 
lature. As a result the heads of depart- 
ments  in the  College and Experiment Sta- 
tion have a deflnite apportionment of boolr 
funds and  know exactly how much money 
is available for  the purchase of new books. 
except in  a few special cases all periodicals 
a r e  charged against the general fund for 
this purpose and not against department ap- 
portionments as is t he  practice in some 
places. Records of all expenditures a re  
kept  on hand in the library, a s  well a s  in t he  
office of t he  College Treasurer. 
The  idea of centtalizing the ownership 
and supervision of all books, maps, papers, 
etc., is  absolutely essential and does not con- 
flict with the  widest use of that library ma- 
terial. The  card records showing au tho r  
ity for ordering and purchasing, and  t he  
catalog cards showing final disposition of 
the  books whether in the  Zoological Depart- 
ment, cellar, reference collection, o r  Experi- 
men t  Station, are very necessary and ren- 
de r  t he  situation much less dimcult than ia 
often t imes supposed. 
Student assistants are good when avail- 
able. The  scheme helps to keep the Lfbra- 
r ian i n  touch with student activities, and 
on  t he  other hand beneflts the students by 
instruction a s  well as  by substantial remu- 
neration. With us the students do t he  jani- 
to r  work, card tyning, evening desk work, 
book plating and various other jobs. 
Reserved books for assigned readings 
have become an  indispensable part of col- 
lege instruction. The teachers offend more 
than students in the use. of them Neglect 
to reserve early, failure to keep live collec- 
tions before the  students and a clisposition 
to fall back upon a text book or two with 
few copies for large classes are some of the 
unpleasant features. Courses in Agricul- 
tural Economics, Sociology and English 
Literature carry a good deal of required 
reading and make considerable demand Upon 
the  Library. This is a perfectly legitimate 
part of college library work, the success 
of which, however, necessitates perfect co- 
operation between teachlng and library 
staff. 
Extension Service. Library Extension 
work was started a t  the Massachusetts Ag- 
ricultural College in the  fall of 1910. At 
flrst it was carried on from the office of the 
Extension Service independent of the Col- 
lege Library. Fixed collections in stout 
boxes were the rule Since 1912 this work 
has  been carried on by the College Library 
and the package idea has been resorted to  
almost entirely. Shipments a re  made in 
response to rather definitely specifled de- 
sires. I t  may be that a village librarian 
needs material on a somewhat special topic 
such as  co-operation in agriculture or  fores- 
t ry  for the farmer. In such cases compara- 
tively small shipments will sumce. In case 
a n  extension school in agriculture and home 
economics is to be held in town or a good 
general supply of agricultural books is de- 
sired we send twenty-flve or thirty books 
and some bulletins. 
Books are lent for a period of eight weeks 
subject to renewal if desired and if they can 
lie spared from our supply. The borrowing 
library pays the transportation both ways. 
Parcel post packages do not cost ver.y much 
and express packages are returned a t  one- 
half the first charge. Our records for the 
seven years from 1912 to 1918 show that we 
have lent 4447 books and 1037 bulletins in 
276 shipments. 
Another phase of our Library Extension 
Work is  that of publishing a series of Li- 
brary Leaflets listing the latest and best 
books on agriculture and related subjects. 
Up to date twenty-eight lists of books have 
been issued. Books of interest to dairy- 
men, fruit-growers, beekeepers, young gar- 
deners, farm women, poultrymen, tree war- 
dens, and on fa rm machinery, farm papers, 
co-operation and marketing have been list- 
ed. 
Numerous letters are also sent out from 
time to time in response to requests for in- 
formation about books, farm papers on other 
agricultural publications. 
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The Library of the Department of Agriculture 
of the University of Minnesota 
BY HARRIET W+ SEWALL, LIBRARIAN 
The Agricultural library of the University 
of Minnesota serves the ent ire  Department 
of Agriculture which includes the  College 
of Agriculture and Home Elconomics, the 
College of Forestry, t he  School of Agricul- 
ture, t h e  Experinlent Station, the Extension 
Division, and three sub-stations, two of 
which have schools in connection with 
them. 
I t  is  really a part  of the University 
library and i ts  statistics a re  included in the 
general library report, but i ts  maintenance 
comes from t h e  separate appropriations for 
t he  Department and  it is  admin~stered 
separately, being directly under the au- 
thority of the Director of the  Department. 
There is  a Departmental library committee 
which acts in  an advisory capacity. 
The Department of Agriculture is  at  the 
University Farm, St. Paul, several miles dis- 
tant  from the  Minneapolis campus. The 
library rooms are chiefly on the second floor 
of the Administration building. They in- 
clude a reading room, seating about one 
hundred and fifty, ,book-room which con- 
nects with t he  reading room by open arches, 
and four small rooms opening from the 
book room, which serve as  oflice, workroom, 
bulletin room and magazine room. The cir- 
culation desk is  between the  reading room 
and the book-room. Over the magazine 
room and connected by a narrow iron stair- 
case, a room on the third floor has  been set 
aside for the use of t he  faculty and research 
students. In this room are  shelved sets of 
the more general scientific books and 
serials, including their current  flles. There 
i s  a small store room for reserve 'bulletins 
on the flrst floor ond one in the basement 
in which are shelved flles of agricultural 
papers for which there is no room upstairs, 
and all sorts of duplicates. 
There are library collections also in the 
following divisions: Entomology, Plant Pa- 
thology, Agricultural Chemistry, Horticul- 
ture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry, Veteri- 
nary  Science. 
The  library rooms are pleasantly situated 
and have a beautiful outlook t o  the east. 
south, and west. They a r e  badly arranged, 
%owever, for convenience, supervision, and 
cleaning, and more space is  needed both for 
readers  and for books. The  library is 
growing rapidly. I t  has increased ,by over 
one half in t he  last flve years  and no,w num- 
bers about 28,000 volumes. I t  h a s  several 
thousand pamphletg and many thousands or 
greatly valued bulletins. About 600 periodi- 
cals a re  filed Permanently Of these 350 
are purrhased. 
The library appropriation is $11,456.00, 
divided as follows: Salaries and labor,  
$6875.00; Boolrs, binding and periodicals. 
$4000.00; Equipment and supplies, $580.00. 
It is  possible to transfer small a n ~ o u n t e  
from one fund to another if necessary. 
The ltbrary is classifled by the Decimal 
system, using the revision of the 630's ar- 
ranged for use in Berea College by Mrs. 
Ridgway. Some modifications in t h a t  have 
been made for onr needs. 
The  regular staff is now sir, Librarian.  
two loan-desk and reference assistants, two 
cntaloguers, and a periodical clerk. T h e r e  
ara usually flve or six student a s s i s t an t s  
who work by the hour. They assist at t h e  
desk, do evening work, messenger work ,  
and various odd jobs usually done b y  s tu-  
dents i n  libraries. They are constant ly 
shifting, often the cause of much wor ry  
and vexation and resolutions never t o  h a v e  
them any more, and then one will come 
Who proves to be the best helper the l ib ra ry  
ever had and the sins of the rest a r e  for-  
gotten. 
Ordering and correspondence are p a r t  of 
the work of the chief catalogner, pamphle t s  
and bulletins are cared for by the ass i s tan t  
in charge of the loan desk. 
The classes of material contained i n  t h e  
library and the work done are of course  
determined by the needs of the va r i ous  
sections of the department. There a r e  n o  
separate collections, however, for t h e  Col- 
lege, School, or Station, nor is t h e  work  
for those i n  any way kept distinct 
The  School of Agriculture is of high school  
rank and offers a three-years' couree of s i x  
months in each year, with some requi red  
practice work in the summer. The re  a r e  
general courses in English, ar i thmetic ,  
geography, etc., but most of the work  is 
in practical agriculture and home-making. 
The School students all belong to l i t e r a ry  
societies which meet weekly and h a v e  de- 
bates and speeches. Most of the s t u d e n t s  
live in dormitories on, the campus a n d  de-  
pend on t he  library for all their reading.  
The  College students also have genera l  
courses, about the same as those g iven  o n  
the main campus. These are chiefly Eng- 
lish and public speaking, economics, educa- 
tion, and the basic scientific Coureee. Ow- 
ing to  the distance from the main campus ,  
the students are unable to use the Univer-  
sity library to any extent and a l l  t h e i r  
needs in every class of literature m u s t  b e  
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provided for in the Agricultural library. 
Except for the preponderance of book3 on 
agriculture, home economics, and nutrition, 
the main part of fhe library seems very 
much like a snlall public library with all 
the  classes of books found in public 
libraries. 
The  College of Forestry ha s  a special 
reading room for its s tudents  and faculty 
and nearly a11 the books relating to  For- 
estry are shelved there. 
One of the most valuable parts of the 
central library is the Ale of unbound bulle- 
t ins  Sets of the publications of all the 
State Stations and of the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture are kept i n  unbound form 
as complete as  they can be made. Extra 
copies of numbers in much demand are 
kept, sometimes ats many as fifteen copiea 
of one number. All have copy numbers 
and are checked on cards. Those much used 
a r e  protected by stiff manila covers. They 
a r e  used for reference and for  circulating 
and  are carefully churged a s  boolrs. T h ~ v  
save the bound volumes much wear and i t  
i s  possible to serve many more  persons a t  
one time with them than with bound files 
only, Although the checking and shelving 
entails much work, we would no t  part with 
this collection under any consideration. 
For  those engaged in experimental and 
research work. the library resources a r e  aR 
yet very inadequate. I~ some classes, as  
in  econon~ic entomology, horticultur-e, and 
animal husbandry, a good beginning has 
been made, but there are many standard 
sets in all classes, especially i n  foreign lan- 
guages, which are much needed. Additions 
t o  the Division collections depend very 
much on the initiative of t he  men in charge 
of the Division who decide what  should be 
purchased. The buying i s  done by the  
library and all boolrs are catalogued in the 
library. So f ~ r  as aossible duplication of 
sets  in  the Univcrsity library i s  avoided. 
Constant use is  made of t h e  University 
library files, chiefly those i n  botany, medi- 
cine, animal biology, and chemistry. Boolrs 
a r e  interchanged daily. Current  numbers 
of forty or fifty scientific journals a r e  sent 
over regnlarlv hy thc University library to  
the Agricultural campus for  examination. 
Fo r  agricultural books and journals not in  
t he  library, we depend on t h e  U. S Depart- 
ment  of Agriculture library, borrowing 
from there many dozens of volumes each 
year .  
For  the beneflt of the faculty and Sta- 
tion workers, a limited number of periodi- 
cals is  circulated to the different officers. 
We hnve found that a too extensive circu- 
lation defeats its own object. Many of the 
most used scientiflc journals a r e  kept  in  the 
faculty room and with the help of the  li- 
brary committee we are t rying to  persuade 
the  men to leave their omces and spend a 
little time each week in this room away 
from their desks and telephones. 
The persons employed i n  the Agricul- 
tural Extension Division make much use 
of the library i n  preparing their work but 
the library has not found i t  necessary' to 
undertake any extension work itself as this 
is so well taken care of by the State Library 
Commission. The Commission has paid 
particular attention to the needs of rural 
communities and farmers' clubs. The De- 
partment library has co-operated with the 
Commission in a limited way by compiling 
lists and furnishing material when needed. 
For  several years the library has prepared 
special lists of boolrs for distribution dur- 
ing the Farmers' and Home-makers' short 
course. Exhibits of boolrs have been pre- 
pared for these courses also. Books and 
bulletins of interest to farmers have been 
shown a t  the State Fair  for some yeare 
past in  connection with the  Department of 
.Agriculture exhibit. 
The sub-stations a r e  sltuated in parts of 
the State where climate and soil conditions 
are essentially different from that a.t the 
central station. Experimental work of va- 
rious kinds is carried on under the direc- 
tion of the Department. The libraries a t  
the sub-stations a re  small and adminis- 
tered separately. 
VOCATIONAL L I B R A R Y  IN LONDON 
"A vocational library was opened yester- 
day afternoon a t  5, Prince's street, Caven- 
dish square, W. 1, where the  Central Bureau 
for t he  Employment of Wonlen has its offices 
overhead. 
The object of the library is to meet the 
needs of women who wish t o  consult govern- 
ment publications-blue-books, white papers. 
and pamphlets-deahng with subjects of im- 
portance to women, and those of monlen 
seeking information of present and future 
openings. I t  is  expected tha t  this library, 
which is  composed of 700 books, covenng 
a wide fleld and carefully indexed, will bo 
used by women who wish to know what is 
being done and what the future ofl'crs them 
in different professions and inclustries. Pub- 
lications on t he  medical profession, nursing, 
agricultural work, teaching, domestlc econ- 
omy, secretarial work, accountancy, history, 
biography, and economics will be found on 
the shelves. 
A librarian is in  charge, who will be ready 
to  supply information or  advice 011 the 
choice of books or to give specific details of 
training. The  library will be open each 
afternoon from 2.30 t o  5,  and on Saturdays 
f rom 2 t o  5.30. The charge for single appli- 
cations is sixpence." 
From The Times, London, Wednesday, 
Feb 5, 1919. 
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List of References on Agricultural 
the United States 
5 3 
Libraries in 
INCLUDING THEIR HISTORY, ADMINISTRATION AND 
PROBLEMS IN GENERAL 
BY MARY G. LACY 
Reference Librarian, U. S. 
1. Agricultural libraries of the United 
States. U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 
Yearbook 1899. p. 767-768. 
List  of agricultural libraries, including 
those of state boards of agriculture, 
giving number of volumes i n  the col- 
lections. 
2. Allen El. W. (Needs and  opportunities 
of the libraries of the  state agricul- 
tural colleges and experiment sta- 
tione.) American library association. 
Proceedings. Washington. 1914. p. 
200-201. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 8, no. 4.) 
Discusses the increased opportunities 
for service afforded by the provisions 
of the Smith-Lever act,  some of the 
funds provided being available for ex- 
tension worlr through libraries. Sng- 
gestion made that the libraries might 
help with the editorial worli of the 
Stations. 
3. American library association-Agricul- 
tursl libraries section-Committee on 
greater uniformity in publications of 
agricultural colleges and experiment 
stations. Con~munication. Association 
of American agricultural colleges and 
experiment stafions. proceedings, 28th, 
1914. p. 162-166, 
Recommendations are made as to uni- 
formity in p~~blicat ions in matters of 
size, series, annual reports, t i t le  pages, 
running titles, bibliogr&phies and p a p  
inat~ons.  
4. . American library association-Agricul- 
tural libraries section--Committee on 
station publications. Report. Asso- 
ciation of American agriculLura1 col- 
leges end experiment s ta t~ons .  Pro- 
ceedings, 31st, 1917. p. 28-30. 
Recommendations relating to more g e n  
era1 and regular distribution of sta- 
tion and extension ~ubl ics t ions  to 
libraries, the maintenance of reserve 
supplies of such publications and their 
saie-. 
6. Andrews, Clement W. Agricultural lit- 
erature in a reference library. Ameri- 
can library association. Proceedings. 
Maclrinac Island. 1910. p. 789-790. 
(A. L. A. Bull. v. 4, no. 6.) 
,Short paper giving the experience of the 
John Crerar Library in meeting the 
demand of the general public for agri- 
anltural literature. 
Department of Agciculture 
6. Barnett, Claribel R. Co-operation of 
libraries with the county agents and 
home demonstration agents. U. S. 
Food administration. Food news 
notes for public libraries, v. 1, no. 
6. p, 14r17, March 1918. 
A short review of t he  history of agri- 
cultural extension worlr with sugges- 
tions as to ways in which libraries 
may co-operate with county agents. 
7. Bane t t ,  Claribel R. The  relation of 
the agricultural college and experi- 
ment station libraries to the  library 
of the federal department of agricul- 
ture. American library association. 
Proceedings. Berlceley. 1916. p. 156- 
169. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 9, no. 4.) 
Presentation of t h e  view tha t  as the  Na- 
tional library of agriculture, the slate 
colleges of agriculture and  the  experi- 
ment stations have a just claim on the 
services of the Library of t h e  U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. This 
Library seeks to  aid them by inter- 
library loans, exchange of duplicates, 
bibliographical information, and  ad- 
vice in the matter of arrnngement of 
their collections. 
8. Barnett, Claribel R, Some opportunities 
and problems of t he  agricultural libror 
ries. American library association. 
Proceedings. Washington. 1914. p. 
190-192. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 8, no. 4.) 
Opening address a s  Chairman of Agri- 
cultural Libraries Section. Discusses 
the problenis peculiar to ag~~icu l tura l  
libraries and  t h e  need for closer co- 
operation hetween these libraries if 
these problems a r e  to be  worlcod out  
in the best way. Opport~~nit ies  for in- 
creased usefulness are noted. 
9. Real, W. I.1. Statistics oC experiment 
station libraries. Association of Amer- 
ican agricu~ltural colleges and experi- 
nient stations. Proceedings. Columbus. 
1911. p. 162-171. 
This article gives the  results of a circu- 
lar of inquiry s en t  to stntion directors. 
The size of t he  station libraries ie 
given and their  relation to the  college 
or university with which they a r e  con- 
nected. 
10. Clark, Josephine A. Agricultural col- 
lege libraries. Association of Ameri- 
can agricultural colleges and experi- 
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ment stations. Proceedings. 16th. 
Washington. 1901. p. 25-27. 
A statement regarding t h e  work of the 
agricultural college libraries and a 
plea for the recognition of their im- 
portance i n  the administration of the 
colleges. 
11. Clark, Vina. E. An index t o  agricultural 
periodicals. American library associa- 
tion. Proceedings Berkeley. 1915. 
p. 162-163. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 9, no. 4.) 
Presents need of an agricultural index 
and gives a list of LO agricultural 
periodicals compiled from the titles 
receiving most votes i n  reply to  the 
circular sent out by Mrs. Kidder. 
12. Cutter, William P. The  classification 
of an agricultural library. American 
library association. Proceedings. Mack- 
inac Island. 1910. p. 793-794. (A. L. A. 
Bull v. 4, no. 6.) 
A comparison of the "Expansive" and 
the "Decimal" systems, with terse 
comments on the other less used 
classifications. 
13. Cutter, William P. The library. U. S. 
Deuartment of A~r icu l ture .  Yearbook. 
18i7. p. 220-224.- 
A description of the U. S. Department 
of ~ g r k u l t u r e  library and  its work. 
14. Deveneau, George A. Agricultural ex- 
tension work and the olpportunities i t  
offers to agricultural college li- 
brarians. American library associa- 
tion. Proceedings. Louisville, 1917. 
p. 140-148. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 11, no. 4.) 
Summary of the history of the agricul- 
t.ural extension movement, and a 
statement of the work done by the 
Illinois college of agriculture library 
t o  aid the extension work of tha t  
state. Urges agricultural libraries to 
recognize and embrace the opportu- 
nities for service wh-ich is  afforded 
by agricultural extension. 
15. Dixon, Vera hl. Library extension 
work in agriculture a n d  home eco- 
nomics. Special libraries, v. 9, no. 10, 
p. 226-229. Dec., 1918. 
P lan  for library extension work in 
Iowa and tabulation of information 
obtained by means of a question- 
naire as to such work being done i n  
state universities, agricultural col- 
leges and library commissions. 
16. Endicott, William E. T h e  library of 
the Massachusetts horticultural so- 
ciety. (In Tranlsactions of the Mass. 
llort. soc .for the year 1892. Pt.  1, 
p. 174-189). 
Highly informing and interesting de- 
scription of this notable horticultural 
collection. 
17. Forrest, Elizabeth. How shall we in- 
terest and induce our faculty and stu- 
d e n t ~  to more general cultural read- 
ing. American library association. 
Proceedings. Berkeley. 1915. p. 
159-162. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 9, no. 4.) 
Presents conclusions based on replies tr, 
questionnaire sent to the Agr. col- 
leges on methods used to induce cul- 
t u r d  reading. 
18. Gardiner. Jacuuetta. The  amicultural 
literature of' Canada. summary only. 
American library association. Pro- 
ceedings Saratoga Springs. 1918. 
(A. L. A. Bull. v. 12, Sept. 1918.) 
Statement of t he  series published by 
the different branches of the Canadian 
Denartment of aq-icultnre 
19. Greathouse, Charlels H.  Development 
of agricultural libraries. U. S. Dept. 
of agriculture. Yearbook, 1899. p. 
491-612. 
History of agricultural collections in 
this country by agricultural societies, 
private individuals, educational insti- 
tutions, the U S. Dept. of agricul- 
ture, farmers' organizations, etc. 
20. Green, Charles R. The relation of the 
experiment station library to  the col- 
lege library. American library asso- 
ciation. Proceedings. Maclcinac ts- 
land. 1910. p. 791-793. (A. L. A. 
Bull. v. 4, no. 5.) 
Suggestions a s  to ways in which the 
college library and the experiment 
station may be mutually helpful. 
21. Hean, Clarence S. Possibilities of li- 
brary co-operation with the farmers' 
institute and short course. Ameri- 
can library association. Proceedings. 
Wa,shington. 1913. p. 370-374. (A. 
L. A. Bull. v. 8, no. 4.) 
Outline of a profitable opgortunity for 
co-operation between libraries and 
the farmers' institutes and short 
courses. List of books suitable for 
a n  exhibit a t  a farmers' institute is 
included. 
22. Hean, C. S., Dicltinson, Asa Don, 
Hutchins, Margaret, and Kidder, 
(Mrs.) Ida A. Some types of agri- 
cultural college and experiment stn- 
tion libraries. American library as- 
sociation. Proceedings. Ottawa. 1912. 
p. 222-227. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 6, no. 4,) 
Descriptions of some typical libraries. 
23. Hepburn, Wm. M. Agricultural peri- 
odicals. American library associa- 
tion. Proceedings. Washington. 1914. 
p. 198-199. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 8, no. 4.) 
Summary of data obtained in response 
to a questionnaire sent to the direc- 
tors of the experiment stations and 
t he  librarians of the agricultural col- 
leges in an efPort to gather material 
for a union list of agricultural period- 
icals i n  the agricultural colleges, and 
t o  compile a list of from 20 t o  60 of 
the best and most representative of 
the farm journals. A list of 20 &such 
journals is included. 
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24. Hepburn, Wm. M. Agricultural periodi- 
cals, their selection and preservation. 
American library association. Pro- 
ceedings. Mackinac Island. 1910. 
p. 794-797. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 4, no. 6.) 
Also printed i n  Library Journal v. 
36, p. 309-311, 1910. 
Discusses (1) the  journals representing 
those sciences which underlie or are 
closely related to agriculture, (2) 
trade journals of the various manu- 
facturing industries associated with 
agricultur6, a n d  (3) the  farm papem. 
Advocates the  preservation by the 
s tate  college of agriculture of all the 
farm papers published in tha t  state. 
25. Hepburn, Wm. M. The influence of 
the agrlcultural college on the far- 
mer's use of books. Library Journal 
V. 39, p. 435-438. 1914. 
The author argues tha t  the  agricultural 
colleges should do much to encourage 
the  buying of helpful books in the 
farm home by co-operation with state 
lihrarieq and library commissions 
which have already seen the value 
of this work and are seeking by every 
means a t  their command to  compass 
it. 
26. Hepburn, Wm. M. Library extension 
work of agricultural colleges. Ameri- 
can library association. Proceedings. 
Ottawa 1912 p. 213-216. (A. L. A. 
Bull. v. 6, no. 4.) 
Comprises a 'survey of the Extension 
work done by t he  agricultural college 
libraries before 1912. 
27. Jenkins, E. H. The station library. 
Association of American agricultural 
colleges and experiment stations. 
Proceedings. Columbus. 1911. p. 
169-161. 
Interesting because i t  gives the view- 
point of the scientist. Director Jenlr- 
ins  considers t he  scientist's books as  
much a part of his equipment as  his 
laboratory apparatus and  argues 
tha t  they should be equally accessi- 
ble. H e  closes by stating t ha t  "The 
library . . . is  increasingly impor- 
t an t  to the success of the ,station." 
28. Kidder, Mrs. Ida  A. Some opportuni- 
ties in  agricultural library work. 
American library association. Pro- 
ceedings. Asbury Park. 1916. p. 
228-234. (A. L. A. Bull. v. 10, no. 4.) 
A compilation of what is being done in 
the agricultural libraries and of what  
their librarians believe may b e  done. 
Based on answers to a questionnaire 
29. Lacy, Mary G. The farmer and his 
tools. Educational review v. 61, no. 
3, p. 268-274. March, 1916. 
A plea for  greater co-operation among 
all the  agencies working for rural 
betterment and  for  agricultural li- 
brary extension through t h e  county 
agents, and a review or what they 
are already doing. 
- 
30. Lacy, Mary G. The opportunity of the 
agricultural college library. South 
Atlantic quarterly v. 9, no. 1, p. 78-82. 
1910. 
A Plea for  greater eertort on the part of 
agricultural libraries to disseminate 
knowledge as to sources or agricul- 
tural illformation through the schools. 
31. Lacy, Mary G. Sources of agricultural 
statistics. Library Journal v. 43, p. 
859-8613. Dec,  1918. 
Description of some publications con- 
taining agricultural statistice and a 
biblfogra~hy arranged geographically 
of sources of such statistics. 
32. i\Iassachusetts horticultural society. 
libra,r;y. The  library of the society 
In  "History of the Mass. hort. soc. 
1829-1878." p. 184-212. 
History of this  library which was be- 
y n  i n  1829 and now comprises the  
finest purely horticultural collection 
in existence. 
33. Massachusetts-State board of agricul- 
ture-- l ibrary.  Report of the Libra- 
rian and curator for 1897 (in 45th 
annual rept. of the Sec. of the Mass. 
State bd. of agric. pp. 197-208). 
Contains a history of the library, clas- 
sification of the library, and a gen- 
eral description 
34. Powers, W. H. Scope and current cost 
of libraries in the land grant agricul- 
tural colleges. American library as- 
sociation. Proceedings. Washing- 
ton. 1914. p. 192-197. (A. L. A. 
Bull. v. 8, no. 4.) 
Paper based upon data obtained from 
the libraries of land grant colleges 
which exist apart from #state univer- 
sities. 
35. Rankin, Fred Henry. The travelling li- 
brary. U. S. Dept, of agriculture, 
Omc0 of experiment stations. Bul- 
letin 199, .p. 57-65. 1908. 
An account of the travelling libraries 
sent out by the Illinois Farmers' In- 
stitute. 
36. Smith, Elizabeth. Instruction in agri- 
cultural literature. Public libraries 
v. 17, p. 126, 1912. 
A short description of the course: given 
a t  the  Utah agricultural college in 
the use of reference books and am!- 
cultural and ~scientiflc literature in 
general. 
37. Smith, Anna M. The instruction of etu- 
dents in t he  use of agricultural and 
scientific literature. American libra. 
ries associa,tion. Proceedings, Mack- 
inac Island. 1910. p. 790-791. (A. L. A. 
Bull. v. 4, no. 5 . )  
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Short lstatement of the course of in- 
struction in the use of the library, 
which is given in the college of ag- 
riculture, of the University of Min- 
nesota. 
Stearns, Lutie E. Agricultural collec- 
tions in public libraries. American 
library association. Proceedings. 
Mackinac Island, 1910. p. 788-789. 
(A. L. A. Bull. v. 4 ,no .  6.) 
Gives the results of a circular of in- 
quiry concerning agricultural collec- 
tions in public libraries recently sent  
out. Abundant proof is given of the 
increasing interest in  t h e  subject of 
agriculture among ci ty people 
True, A. C. Co-operation between agri- 
cultural libraries. Association of 
American agricultUra1 colleges and 
experiment stations. Proceedings. 
Atlanta. 1912. p. 16-17. 
An  excellent statement of the  increased 
leervice which would b e  possible i f  
there were closer co-operation be- 
tween agricultural libraries, and if 
the U. S. Dept. of agriculture library 
could have its faci l i t~es increased suf- 
flciently to handle t h e  duplicates of 
the agr. college libraries In a way 
which would be a mutual benefit. 
The  experiment station library, being 
the Report of bibliographer. Asso- 
ciation of American agricultural col- 
leges and experiment stations. Pro- 
ceedings. 23d. Portland. 1909. p. 
Ifi-17. -- 
Need of "bibliographical aid" by the 
experiment ,station workers is stated 
and a plea made for the  employment 
of those who can give i t  in  the  sta- 
tion libraries. 
True, A. C. Suggestions' as  to  policy 
of administration of agricultural col- 
lege and experiment station libra- 
ries. American library association. 
Proceedings. Ottawa. 1912. p. 216- 
222, (A. L. A. Bull. v. 6, no. 4.) 
Comprehensive exposition of t h e  prin- 
ciples underlying successful adminis- 
tratton in the three types of agricul- 
tural libraries found i n  the State col- 
leges of agriculture, wi th  a statement 
of the opportunities f o r  service to  the 
investigator, the student and the 
farmer which these libraries afford. 
h ~ c k ,  C. H. How to reach the  rural 
communities. Library Journal v. 37, 
p. 12-14. Jan., 1912. 
The writer, a Cornell professor, pleadls 
for co-operation between the  exten- 
sion activities of the  college3 of ag- 
riculture and the libraries of t he  va- 
rious communities in order  tha t  they 
may both learn more of the individ- 
ual rural neighborhoods and may be 
prepard t o  furnish just the agricul- 
tural reading suited to  a special see- 
tion. 
43. Wells, Henry W. The  United States 
Working Reserve. American library 
association. Proceedings. Saratoga 
Springs. 1918. p. 198-199. (A. L. A. 
Bull. v. 12, no. 4.) 
Statement of the purposes of the R e  
serve and a n  enumeration of t he  way8 
In which libraries may aid in it8 
work. 
44. Williams, Charles H. Publicity work 
for the  county agent. American Ii- 
brary association. Proceeding% 
Washington. 1914. p. 362-367. (A. 
L. A. Bull. v. 8, no. 4.) 
Plea for co-operation between the state 
university, the agricultural college, 
the s ta te  library commission and the 
county agent. 
46. Working, D. W. The county agent in 
relation to rural library work. Amer- 
ican library association. Proceed- 
ings. Washington, 1914. p. 358-362. 
(A. L. A.Bu1l.v. 8, no. 4.) 
Excellent presentation of the opportu- 
nities which county agents have to 
interest country people in agricul- 
tural literature and the  great advan- 
tage of co-operation between them 
and library workers. 
46. Working, D. W. The relation between 
t he  agricultural college libraries and 
the extension work of the country as 
developing . under the Smith-Lever 
act. Amerioan library association. 
P?oceedings. Berkeley. 1915. p. 163- 
156. (A. L. A. Bull, v. 9, no. 4.) 
Presents the principles of extension 
work and shows how important the 
library should be in i t s  successful 
prosecution. 
47. Wyer, James I., Jr.  Agricultural Iibra- 
ries. American library association. 
Proceedings. Maclrinac Island. 1910. 
p. 786-787. (A. L. A Bull, v. 4, no. 6 . )  
Opening address of chairman of first 
session of agr. libraries round.  table. 
Discusses the several distinct types 
of agr. libraries and the reasons why 
they should be considered "special 
libraries." 
Classifications of the Literature 
of Agriculture and Forestry 
Agriculture 
1. Cutter, (3. A. Expanelve classification. 
7th classification. Rq-Rx. 1904. lop. 
This classiflcation of agriculture was 
made by Mr. W. P. Chtter. No index 
is provided. 
2. Cutter, W. P. Suggested classiflcation 
of agriculture. (In U. S. Department 
of Agriculture, Ofice of Experiment 
Stations. Bulletin 65, 1899, p. 60-54.) 
S P E C I A L  L I B R A R I E S  
This, a s  far  as  known, is the flrst ex- 
pansion of the Dewey Decimal Claasi- 
flcation for agricultural literature. 
Fo r  comments on the  classiflcation, 
see introduction to Mr. J. I.  Wyer's 
Classiflcation of the literature of ag- 
riculture. 
3. Dewey, Melvil. Agriculture lscheme 
for decimal clamiflcation. 79p. Lake 
Placid, N. Y. 1918. 
A preliminary edition of tho classifica- 
tion of agriculture to be included in 
the 10th edition of the  Decimal Clas- 
siflcation. Bent out t o  agricultural 11- 
braries i n  this preliminary form to 
obtain criticisms. The classiflcation 
of agriculture in the previous editions 
of the Decimal Classification is  too 
broad to be of use in a n  agricultural 
library. 
4. Fuller, H. B. Ofice flling system for 
county agricultural agents in the 
northern and western states. 15p. 
Washington, Gov't Print.  (Eff., 1917. 
(U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
States Relations Service, Doc. 34. 
Circular 2, Ext. N.) 
"A simple . . . system of Eling corres- 
pondence, agricultural bulletins, pho- 
tographic prints, negatives, lantern 
slides, newspaper clippings, and  mis- 
cellaneous matter."-Introduction. 
5. Massachusetts State Board of Agricul- 
ture. Classification and catalogue of 
the  library. Prepared and arranged 
by Frederick H. Fowler, Librarian. 
125p. Boston, 1899. 
Classiflcation of the library. gp. 8-10. 
6. Morton, G. E. A classification of agri- 
cultural liternture. (16th annual re- 
port  of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station of Wyoming. Appendix, 
1906.) 
"Desigxed primarily for  the use of 
animal huskndmen.  . . . Based on 
the Dewey Decimal system."-Preface. 
An index is  provided. 
7. New South Wales, Dept. of Agriculture, 
Library and Publication Dlvi~ion. 
Classification of literature in the  agri- 
cultural library. 80p. Rev. ed. Syd- 
ney, 1911. (It's Library Bulletin No. 
2 
Based on the  Dewey Decimal Classiflca- 
tion but its nomenclature is  no t  used. 
An index is provided. 
8. Ridgway, Mrs. F. H. A classification 
for  agricultural literature. (Library 
Journal, v. 38, p. 661-563, 1913 Also 
in U. S. Bureau of Education. Eulle- 
tin, 1917, no '41. Library books for 
high schools.) 
Revision of the Dewey Decimal Classi- 
fication used in the library of Bersa 
College. 
Rowe, Miltanna. Clmsiflcation of agri- 
cultural ,bulletins. (8011th Dakota H- 
brary bulletin. Pierre, 5. D. v.  4. 
no. 3, p. 94-96. Sept .  1918.) 
Classiflbation of agricultural bulletins 
used in the State  Normal School Li- 
brary at Spearfish,. b. D. Based on 
the Dewey Decimal Classiflcntion. 
U. S. Dehartment of Agriculture-Li- 
brary. Scheme of classiflcation. 61p 
Ed. 3. 1916. 
Expanded from a classification made in 
1889 for the Library emf the U. S. De- 
partment oi  Agriculture by hlr. W. I. 
Fletcher. An index is provided. 
U. S. Department of Agriculture-OfRc0 
of Experiment Stations. Circular 23, 
1893. Key to  subject index of agri- 
culture. (See a180 S. R. S. DOC. 86. 
The card index of experiment statlon 
literature. April, 1918.) 
Intended only for use in connection with 
the card index of exgeriment stalion 
literature. 
U. S. Department of Agriculture-Stntes 
Relations Service. The agricultuml 
reference library for scl~ools. Pro- 
pared by the OfRce Agricultural In- 
struction in Schools. 9p. Washing- 
ton, D. C. 1918. In multigraphocl 
form. 
A system for arranging, clnsait'ying und 
using a small agricultural library in 
a school or in  a home. 
U. S. Library of Congress-Ce.tnlog Di- 
vision. Classiflcation. Class S: Agri- 
cullture-plant and  animal industry. 
87p. Washington, Govt. Print.  Off. 
1911. Letter nomenclnturo. 
An index is provided. 
VermoreI, Victor. Manuel du repertoira 
bibliographique .des scionces agricolos 
Btabli d'apres l a  classiflcation d ~ c i -  
male. 234p. Bruxelles, 1900. (Insti- 
tu t  international . de hibllograpl~io. 
Publication no. 41.) 
"Unnecessarily detailed and h y s t ~ r l c ~ l  
in nomenclature." An index is  pro- 
vided. 
Wyer, J. I., J r .  Classiflcution of the 
literature of agriculture. Lincoln, 
Neb. 1900. (Nebmslra A.gricult11ra1 
Experiment Station. 13th anuual re- 
port, p. 91-121.) 
An expailsion of t he  Dowoy Doclmal 
Claaaiflcation. An  indcx in provided. 
A revised and extended edition i n  
manuscript form can be oBtainod from 
Mr. J. I. Wyer, Jr., Director, hTe.w 
Yorlr State  Library. 
Forestry 
Brunclren, ICrnest. Scheme of classifl- 
cation fo r  boolra on f o r e s t ~ ~ .  (Lilmmy 
Jonrnal, v. 33, 1008, p. 313-14.) 
S P E C I A L  L I B R A R I E S  
Intended "primarily for forestry library 
of not inconsiderable extent and inde- 
pendent of another library." Has  8 
main divisions. Not on  the  decimal 
plan. 
2. Detwiler, S. B. Classification of for- 
estry. ( In  hi^ teaching students how 
to conserve energy. Forestry Quar- 
terly, v. 10, p: 403-406, Sept. 1912.) 
An "adaptation of the decimal system." 
Intended especially for filing informa- 
tion, notes and references. 
3. Korstian, Clarence F. A decimal classi- 
fication for forestry literature. Jour- 
nal of Forestry, v. 16, p. 449-462. 
April, 1917. 
Comments on above by H. E. Stock- 
hridge, Librarian, Forest  Service. 
Mary A. Ewer, Librarian, Yale School 
of Forestry, and Dr. B. E. Fernow, 
a re  contained i n  Journal of Forestry, 
v, 16, no. 2, p. 203-209. 
4. Yale University Forest School. A classi- 
flcation of forestry literature prepared 
by the faculty of the Yale Forest 
School. New Haven. Yale Univ. 
Press, 1912. (Yale Forest School. 
Bulletin 1.) 
"Published to supply the demand for a 
simple and comprehensive system. . . 
Divided into nine parts of approxi- 
mately equal importance. The second- 
a ry  divisions also have been limited 
to nine. . . This makes possible the 
adoption of the classification without 
change, in  libraries using the Dewey 
Decimal System."-Preface. 
List of Agricultural Libraries in the United 
States 
State Agricultural College and  Elxperiment 
Station Libraries 
Alabama: 
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn. 
Miss Mary E. Martin, Librarirqn. 
28,000 volumes. 
Agricultural C Mechanical College for 
Negroes, Normal. Mrs. F. J .  Rogers, 
Librarian. 
Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Insti- 
tute ,~uskegee Institute. Miss Ernes- 
tine Suarez, Librarian. 
Arizona: 
College of Agriculture, Universlty of 
Arizona, Tucson. Miss mstelle Lut- 
rell, Librarian, 625 volumes. 
Arkansas: 
College of Agriculture, University of 
Arkansas, Fayetteville. Miss Mar- 
garet Galloway, Librarian. 2,200 vol- 
umes. 
California: 
College of Agricultuqe, University of  
California, Berkeley. Mrs. D. L. Bun- 
nell, Librarian. 16,763 volumes. 
Citrus Experiment Station, Riverside. 
Mrs. M. J. Abbott, Librarian. 4,000 
volumes. 
Colorado: 
The State College of Agriculture, Fort 
Collins. Miss Charlotte A. Baker, 
Librarian. 42,000 volumes. 
Connecticut: 
Connecticut Agricultural College, Storrs. 
Miss Edwina M. Whitney, Librarian. 
Connecticut State Agricultural K p e r i -  
ment Station, New Haven. Miss V. E. 
Cole, Librarian. 12,000 volumes. 
Delaware: 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Dela- 
ware College, Newark. Miss Marion 
C. Brown, Librarian. 
Florida: 
Agricultural mper iment  station, Uni- 
versity of Florida, Gainesville. Mr. T. 
Van Hyning, Librarian. 6,460 volumes. 
Agricultural & Mechanical College for 
Negroes, Tallahassee. Miss J. A. Cal- 
vin, Librarian. 2,900 volumes. 
Georgia: 
Georgia State College of Agriculture, 
University of Georgia, Athens. Miss 
Nellie M. Rebse, Librarian. 3,600 
volumes. 
Georgia Experiment Station Experi- 
ment. Miss Sadie ~ i l p a t r i d k ,  Libra- 
rian. 10,000 volumes. 
Idaho: 
College of Agriculture, University of 
Idaho, Moscow. Miss Mary B. Sweet, 
Librarian. 
Illlnoir: 
College of Agriculture, University of 
Illinois, Urbana. Miss Mary G. Bur- 
wash, Librarian. 10,000 volumes. 
Indiana: 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Mr. Wm. 
M. Hepburn, Librarian. 60,000 vol- 
umes. 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Per- 
due University, Lafayette. Mr. Wm. 
M. Hepburn Librarian. 10,000 vol- 
umes. 
Iowa: 
Iowa State  College of Agriculture & 
Mechanic Arts, Ames. hfiss Vera M. 
Dixon, Acting Librarlan. 
Agricultural Library, Iowa State College 
of Agricultural & Mechanic Arts, 
Ames. Miss Mary G. Lacy, Librarian 
10,000 volumes. 
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Kansas: 
Kansas State Agricultural C~llege.  Man- 
hattan. Mr. Arthur B. Smith, Llbra- 
rian. 63,000 volumes. 
Kentucky: 
College of Agriculture, Upiversity of 
Kentucky, Lexington. Miss Cornelia 
C. Page, Librarian. 
Agricultural Ekperiment Station, Uni- 
versity of Kentucky, Lexington. Miss 
Grace L. Snodgrass, Librarian. 7.000 
volumes. 
Louisiana: 
Agricultural & Mechanical College, The 
Louisiana State University, Univers- 
i ty  Station, Baton Rouge. Miss Annie 
M. Beale, Librarian. 
Louisiana Sugar Experiment &tation, 
New Orleans. James K. McHugh, 
Ubrarian.  3,000 volumes. 
North Louisiana Experiment Station, 
Calhoun. G. D. Cain, Aselstant Direc- 
t o r  in  Charge. 760 volumes. 
;Maine: 
University of Maine, Orono. Miss Ethel 
C3. Wigmore, Acting Librarian. 60,000 
volumes. 
Maryland: 
Maryland State College of Agriculture, 
College Park. Miss Miltanna Rowe, 
Librarian. 4,100 volumes. 
Massachusetts: 
Massachusetts Agricultural College, Am- 
herst.  Mr. Chas. R. Green, Librarian. 
58,563 volumes. 
Michigan: 
Michigan Agricultural College, Elast 
Lansing. Mrs. Linda E. Landon, 
Librarian. 38,760 volumes. 
IM lnnesota : 
Department ot Agriculture, Universftp 
of Minnesota, University Farm, St. 
Paul. Miss Harriet W. Sewall, L i b m  
rian. 28,000 volumes. 
rMlsslasippi: 
Mississippi Agricultural & Mechanical 
College, Agricultural College. Miss 
Laura Hall, Librarian. 30,000 volumes. 
Tvl issouri: 
College of Agriculture, University of 
Missouri, Columbia. Miss Annalee 
Peepless, Librarian. 16,000 volumes. 
Missouri State Frui t  Experiment Station,. 
Mountain Grove. 672 volumes. 
Montana:  
Montana State College of Agriculture 
and Mechanic Arts, Bozeman. Miss 
Blizabeth Wrrest,  Librarian. 17,176 
volumes. 
Nebraska: 
College of Agriculture, University of 
Nebraska, Lincoln. hliss Edna C. 
Noble, Librarian. 12,000 volumes. 
Nevada: 
College of Agriculture, University of 
Nevada, Reno. Mr. J. D. Layman, 
Librarian. 31,964 volumes. 
New Hampshire: 
New Hampahire College of Agriculture 
and the Mechanic Arts, Durham. Miss 
Martha F. Emerson, Librarian. 36,000 
volumes. 
New Jersey: 
R u t g e r ~  College, New Brunswick. Mr. 
G e o r g ~  A. Osborn, Librarian. 96,000 
volumes. 
New Mexlco: 
New hfexico College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts, State College. Floy E. 
French, Librarian. 18,323 volumes, 
New York: 
New York State College of ~ g r i c u l t u r &  
cornell University, Ithaca. Mr. Wil- 
lard W. Ellis, Librarian. 13,000 vol- 
umes. 
New York State Agricultural Experi-  
ment Station, Geneva. Mr. F. H. Hal l ,  
Librarian. 10,000 volumes. 
North Carolina: 
North Carolina State  College of Agrl- 
culture & Engineering, West Raleigh. 
Mrs. Charlotte M. Williamson, Libr* 
rian. 10,000 volumes 
North Dakota: 
North Dakota Agricultural College, 
Agricultural C'ollege. Mrs. Ethel 
McVeety, Llbrarian. 28,040 volumes. 
Ohio: 
Ohio State  University, Columbus. Miss 
Olive B. Jones, Librarian. 
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Stat ion,  
Wooster. Mr. W. K. Greenbank, Li- 
brarian. 11,000 volumes. 
Oklahoma: 
Oklahoma Agricultural & Mechanical 
College, Stillwater. Mr. Chas. H. 
Stone, Librarian. 
Oregon: 
Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis. 
Mrs. I da  A. Kidder, Librarian. 45,000 
volumes. 
Hastern Oregon Experiment Stat ion,  
Union. Robt. Withycombe, Superin- 
tendent. 2000 publications. 
Penn8yluania: 
The Carnegie Library of the Pennsyl-  
vania State C'ollege, State College. 
Mr. E,rwin W. Runkle, Librarian. 
75,000 volumes. 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Penn-  
sylvania State College, State  College. 
Mi,ss Julia C. Gray, Limbrarian 6,000 
volumes. 
Rhode Island: 
Rhode Island State College, Kingston. 
Miss Helen E3. Peck, Librarian. 17,000 
volumes. 
Ag-ricultural Experiment Station, Rhode  
Island State College, Kingston. .Miss 
H. Alida Birch, Librarian. 6,700 
volumes.. 
South Carollna: 
Cleinson Agricultural College, Clemson 
Collese. Miss K. B. Trescot, Librarian. 
20,000 volumes. 
60 S P E C I A L  
State Agricultural & Mechanical College 
of South Carolina, Orangeburg.. B. F. 
Hubert, #Secretary d Book ~~~~~~~~~~y. 
South Dakota: 
South Dakota 'State College of Agricul- 
ture & Mechanical Arts, Brookings. 
Wm. H. Powers, Librarian. 26,000 
volumes. 
Tenneaaee: 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Uni- 
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville. Mr. 
. H, Broome, Ll'brarian. 6,000 
volumes. 
Tennessee Agricultural and  Industrial 
State Normal School. Nashville. 
Kathleen Smith, ~ i b r a r i n n .  200 
volumes. 
Texar: 
Agricultural & Mechanical College of 
Texas, College )Station. Mr. W. N. 
Daniels, Librarian. 12,000 volumes. 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Col- 
lege Station. Mr. mS Brink, Librarian. 
Utah: 
Agricultural College of Utah,  Logan. 
Miss Hattie Smith, Acting Librarian. 
33,000 volumes. 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Logan. 
Miss 0. Blanche C'ondit, Librarian. 
Vermont: 
Billings Library, University of Vermont, 
Burlington. Miss Helen B. Shattuck, 
Librarian. 100,000 volumes. 
Agricultural E'xperiment Sta.tion, Uni- 
versity of Vermont, Burlington. Miss 
May 0. Boynton, Librarian. 4,600 
volumes. 
Vlrglnia: 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacks- 
&g.  is^ Eleanor I. Jones, Librarian. 
28,000 volumes. 
Agricultu?al Ekperiment Station, Vir- 
ginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacks- 
burg. Miss Anna Murrill, Li'brarian. 
Virginia Truck Experiment Station, Nor- 
folk. 660 volumes. 
Hamnton Normal and Aizricultural 
~nst i tute ,  Hmnpton. Miss ceonora  E. 
Herron, Librarian. 46,000 volumes. 
Washington: 
State College of Washington, Pullman. 
Mr W. W. Foate, Librarian. 70,000 
volumes. 
West Virginia: 
West Virginia University, Margantown. 
Dr. L D. Arnett,  Librarian. About 
9,000 volumes on agriculture. 
Wisconsin: 
College of Agriculture, University d 
Wisconsin, Madison. Mr. Clarence S. 
Hean, Librarian. 17,000 volumes. 
Wyoming: 
College of Agriculture, University of 
Wyoming, Laramie. Marion V. H i e  
gins, Librarian. 5,000 volumes. 
L I B R A R I E S  
Personal Notes 
Mlss Gertrude Brandes, formerly in the 
Baylor University Library, has recently 
been appointed to a lposition in t h e  catalogue 
division d the U. S. Department of Agricul- 
tu re  Library. 
Mies Marion C. Btown 'has been appointed 
Librarian 04 the Delaware Agricultural Ex- 
periment Station, Newark, Del. 
Mlss Mary G. Burwash has been appointed 
Librarian of the  College a£ Agriculture, Uni- 
versity of Illinois, in place of Mr. George A. 
Deveneau who resigned t o  accept the posi- 
tion of Director of Library Cooperation, 
U. S. Boys' Working Reserve, Department 
of Labor. 
Miss Lillie Cilley, Assistant Reference 
Librarian a t  the Kansas State Agricultural 
College Library, has been appointed a s  
Head Cataloguer vice Miss Fanny Dunlop 
who recently resigned to accept a position 
with the  University of Missouri Library. 
Mr. Guy E. Marlon, President of t h e  Spe- 
cial Libraries Association and for several 
years its active ,secretary, was married on 
Thesday, March 26, 1919, to Mlss Sarah 
Bingham White a t  Saint Paul's Pro-Cathe- 
dral, Los Angeles, Cal. The Association ex- 
tends to the bride and groom its best wishes 
for  a life of pros.perity and contentment. 
